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Introduction
Jerome Workman, Jr.

This issue presents a selection of peer-reviewed articles on the subject of infrared
(IR) spectroscopy.
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Online ATR-FT-IR for Real-Time Monitoring of the Aspirin
Esterification Process in an Acid-Mediated Reaction
Hongyan Chen and Hongda Yang

In this study, the measured spectra of acetic anhydride, acetic acid, salicylic acid,
and aspirin are used for in situ monitoring of the progression of aspirin synthesis
in a reaction system. Traditional methods such as HPLC and titration ultraviolet (UV)
absorption are not optimal for such real-time monitoring because of long analytical
times and complicated procedures. ATR-FT-IR offers an alternative solution that
overcomes the shortcomings of traditional techniques.
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Biofuel Pellets Based on FT-IR Spectra
Liu He, Wenjun Hu, and Yuzhen Wei
FT-IR offers an alternative method for the quantification and classification of lignocellulose in biofuel pellets, based on determination of cellulose, hemicellulose,
and lignin content. The IR spectroscopic evaluation presented here provides an
understanding of the pretreatment and storage of biofuel pellets.
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Selecting the correct basis set is essential for enhancing accuracy of DFT simulations.
Here, the effects of five basis sets on the theoretical frequencies and calculated
infrared intensities are compared to predict the molecular structural and vibrational
properties of the triclosan. The demonstrated methods can help provide a benchmark for studying the pollution mechanisms and ecological effects of antibacterial
products like triclosan.

Detection of Early Bruises in Honey Peaches Using Shortwave 		
Infrared Hyperspectral Imaging
Xiong Li, Yande Liu, Yunjuan Yan, and Guantian Wang
By extracting the RGB, HSI, and grayscale information from a spectral range of
400–1100 nm and comparing the spectral features of sound and bruised peaches,
the authors provided a classification system and theoretical basis for online fruit
bruise detection.
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Yongbo Yu, Houfei Shang, Zhenhui Du, Nan Gao, Jinyi Li,
Zhaozong Meng, and Zonghua Zhang
IR absorption spectroscopy technology can solve the problem of line aliasing in gas
detection. Here, continuous wavelet transform was used in time-frequency analysis
to improve spectral component identification and quantitative detection of gases.
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From the Editor
Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy:
A Peer-Reviewed Special Issue

W
Jerome Workman is the
Senior Technical Director of
LCGC North America
and Spectroscopy,
jworkman@mjhlifesciences.com.

e are pleased to present this special digital peer-reviewed edition of Spectroscopy
on the subject of infrared (IR) spectroscopy. This special issue features five selected
and peer-reviewed papers that present an exploration of modern IR spectroscopy
methods. The applications of IR spectroscopy for research and industrial applications continue
to advance rapidly. Modern instrumentation is progressing as a result of improvements in sampling, detecting, and data processing, along with the miniaturization of optics—all factors that
make it possible to obtain more information for laboratory, process monitoring, and remote
sensing—and often, to do so more easily.
Advanced chemometric and data processing methods are also bringing about improvements
to IR methods. Faster computers and improved chemometric methods are combined with visible,
near-infrared (NIR), and mid-IR spectra to provide new platforms for imaging, discriminant analysis,
classification, identification, quantitative analysis, and molecular structure elucidation. Transmission
measurements in the IR often require sample preparation, but attenuated total reflectance (ATR)
and remote sensing are adapted to measuring samples in their native state.
In this issue, the first paper demonstrates the application of ATR-FT-IR for real-time online
monitoring of an aspirin synthesis reaction. ATR-FT-IR was adapted for in situ real-time analysis
of salicylic acid and acetic anhydride during the reaction process. PCA, followed by target transformation of the resulting factors, was used to analyze spectra and the relationship of absorbance versus time for raw materials and products throughout the reaction process.
In the second paper, the lignocellulose content of biofuel pellets is determined based on
FT-IR spectra. Quantitative models were developed for cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin using
partial least square regression (PLSR) based on full-range spectra. In addition, a study of biofuel
pellets classification was conducted using linear discriminant analysis and random forest methods as compared to a fuzzy clustering and transitive closure method.
The third paper moves into a new regime as our authors present a density functional theory
(DFT) investigation of the molecular structure and vibrational spectra of triclosan. The performance of five different DFT methods (B3LYP, LSDA, PBEPBE, CAM-B3LYP, and M06-2X) were
compared to predict the molecular structural and vibrational properties of triclosan. It is hoped
that such studies will be able to provide a fundamental benchmark for understanding environmental pollution mechanisms and the ecological effects of antibacterial products like triclosan
that are often used in consumer goods.
In our fourth selected paper, we describe the detection of bruising in fruit using shortwave
IR hyperspectral imaging (HSI). In this study, honey peaches were analyzed for the presence of
bruise defects using HSI spectral data in the 400–1100 nm region. These data consisted of feature variables, red, green, blue (RGB) measurements, and HSI color space. These data were analyzed using principal component analysis (PCA), feature extraction, partial least squares qualitative discriminant analysis (PLS-DA), and extreme learning machine (ELM) discriminant modeling
to establish a discrimination method suitable to detect and classify bruising in fruit.
In the final paper, the authors explore the application of continuous wavelet decomposition
analysis for specific analyte recognition in gas mixtures using IR absorption measurements. The
correlation analysis of time and frequency on the time-frequency characteristic matrix is used for
component identification. This research provides new concepts and methods for the quantitative detection of individual gases from complex gas mixtures.
We hope you enjoy the issue.
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Online ATR-FT-IR for Real-Time
Monitoring of the Aspirin Esterification
Process in an Acid-Mediated Reaction
Hongyan Chen and Hongda Yang

The process of aspirin synthesis was studied using in situ real-time attenuated total
reflection Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FT-IR) from salicylic acid
and acetic anhydride accompanied by a
sulfuric acid catalyst. The data collected
from the IR analysis process showed that
there were obvious changes in the position, shape, and intensity of the carbonyl
characteristic peaks in the three-dimensional (3D) spectra. Principal component
analysis (PCA) followed by target transformation of the resulting factors was used to
analyze the spectra and the relationship
of the absorbance and time trendlines of
raw materials and products in the reaction
system. This method would be enough to
monitor reaction progress and determine
the end point without further separation
and purification of the reaction mixture.
The results demonstrated that the acetylation of salicylic acid catalyzed by sulfuric
acid was a complicated process, and the
conversion rate was high. The reaction was
a rapid reaction mechanism and could be
divided into two stages with different reaction rate. The ATR-FT-IR spectroscopy
technique can monitor and analyze the
changes of raw materials and products
with time, which is more reliable to determine fundamental data for process analysis and optimization using real-time monitoring of the reaction process.
www.spectroscopyonline.com

R

ecently, with the development
of modern laser technology, electronics, and computer technology, especially the application of optical
fiber and optoelectronic couplers, in situ
technology has been widely used in the
real-time detection of various processes.
The online infrared (IR) process analysis
technology can take advantage of the
mid-IR spectrum with abundant information to accurately monitor the concentration changes of the important components
that affect the purity and process safety.
It provides a means to study the whole
chemical reaction process and contributes
to the real-time understanding of the starting point, end point, and reaction process
of the reaction. A Fourier transform IR (FTIR) system is one of the most important
tools in chemical engineering, biological
medicine, and other research fields. The
system is mainly used for chemical composition analysis and formulation development of various chemical products. Based
on the real-time monitoring reaction process in three-dimensional (3D) data collection and processing ability, a FT-IR Fourier
system can offer more reaction processing information to researchers and more
intermediate products can be caught in
the reaction. The system can be easily applied because it can be connected to many
types of reactors.

Aspirin is one of the most fascinating
and versatile drugs known to medicine,
and it is found in more than 100 common
medications, including Alka-Seltzer, Excedrin, and Vanquish. Aspirin has antipyretic analgesic, anti-inflammatory, and
anti-rheumatism effects, resulting in its
extensive application in the prevention
and treatment of artery infarction, inhibition platelet aggregation, and cardiovascular disease. In recent years, scientists
discovered that aspirin is also effective
in preventing and treating major diseases
such as neurodegenerative diseases and
cancer. If the reaction time is too long or
the temperature is too high in the catalytic synthesis process of aspirin, there
will not only be side reactions, but acetyl groups in the product structure would
be removed as well, both affecting the
yield of aspirin. Thus, the researchers
are looking for an appropriate analysis
and measurement method to determine the reaction end point accurately.
The determination of the salicylic acid
concentration is also used to monitor
the progress of aspirin synthesis in the
reaction system. However, in traditional
analytical methods, such as titration ultraviolet (UV) absorption and high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),
there was the problem of long analytical
times and complicated procedures (1–4).
Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy 7
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FIGURE 1: A real-time monitoring experimental device using ATR-FT-IR spectroscopy.
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complex reaction system, the changes of
raw materials and products over time can
be monitored and analyzed. Moreover,
reaction progress can be monitored and
the reaction endpoint of synthesis of aspirin can be accurately determined without sampling. A novel technique using in
situ ATR-FT-IR spectroscopy to monitor a
multi-component complex reaction system was developed. This study provided
important information for researchers on
how to optimize chemical processes, to
improve the yield of aspirin production,
to reduce the side reaction, and to control aspirin production quality.
Experimental Section
Materials
Acetic anhydride, acetic acid, and sulfuric acid were purchased from Beijing
Chemical Works (China). Salicylic acid
and o-acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin) were
obtained from Shanghai Maikelin Biochemical Technology Co, Ltd. (China). All
chemical reagents were of an analytical
grade and were used as supplied.

(b)
1828

(a)
2000 1800 1600 1400 1200 1000
Wavenumbers (cm-1)

FIGURE 2: Untreated pure component IR spectra of raw materials and products in the synthesis of aspirin: (a) acetic anhydride, (b) acetic acid, (c) salicylic acid, and (d) acetylsalicylic acid.

Raman spectroscopy could realize aspirin
routine monitoring (5), but fluorescence
sometimes interfered with FT Raman
spectrum analysis. Nondestructive determination of the drug content and
the properties of aspirin mixture were
tested by near-IR (NIR) spectroscopy (6).
Attenuated total reflection FT-IR (ATRFT-IR) spectroscopy was used to obtain
the vibration structure, functional group
composition, and variation characteristic information of the relevant molecules
on the surface of the sample according
to the reflected signal of the sample
surface. As one of the important experimental methods of IR spectroscopy, ATRFT-IR overcame the shortcomings of the
traditional transmission method, simpli8 Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy

fied the process of sample making and
processing, and greatly expanded the
application range of IR spectroscopy (7).
ATR-FT-IR is a fast, nondestructive, and
relatively cheap technique that may be
able to allow direct measurements of
components in mixtures. It has become
a powerful tool and means to analyze
the surface structure of materials and
has been widely used in many fields (8).
Here, in situ real-time ATR-FT-IR was
applied to monitor the synthesis of aspirin, which can be used to measure reaction trends and profiles in real-time. To
our knowledge, this study is the first of its
kind in investigating the sulfuric acid catalyzed synthesis of aspirin by using in situ
real-time ATR-FT-IR spectroscopy. In a

FT-IR Spectra of Pure
Chemical Reagents
The FT-IR spectra of pure chemical reagents were recorded through a FT-IR
(Thermo Nicolet, Avatar 330 FT-IR spectrometer) instrument in the wavenumber
range of 4000–400 cm-1. The solid samples were mixed with dry potassium bromide (KBr) at a 1:100 ratio, and the liquid
samples dispensed 2–3 drops on the KBr
wafers. All spectra were recorded by accumulating 32 scans with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1, and the FT-IR spectral
baseline was corrected according to the
Thermo Nicolet software in this study.
Instrumentation
The general experimental procedure for
in situ mid-IR spectroscopy (Vector 22,
Bruker Analytic GmbH) with a RemSpec
ReactionView system (Remspec Corp.)
was applied. A 50 mL 3-necked flask was
set up with a magnetic stirrer. A FT-IR reaction monitoring system was fitted with
a high-temperature ATR head positioned
in one of the entry ports into the reactor.
A background spectrum was collected for
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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the complete set of spectra could be
analyzed further.
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FIGURE 3: In situ 3D IR spectra of aspirin synthesis reaction. The addition of
sulfuric acid position is marked by a red arrow (A) in the reaction.
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FIGURE 4: The 3D plots of principal components extracted from in situ IR
monitoring data sets: (a) acetic anhydride and acetic acid, (b) acetic anhydride, and (c) acetic acid.

1 min in an air environment. The mid-IR
spectra were obtained using a Remspec
fiber-optic probe fitted with a zinc selenide ATR crystal. The probe was attached
to a mid-IR spectrometer controlled by a
desktop computer running Online Publikationsverbund der Universität Stuttgart
(OPUS) software. The schematic diagram
of the experimental equipment is shown
in Figure 1. The in situ FT-IR reaction
monitoring system and software were
obtained from Remspec Corporation.
Synthesis of Aspirin and Data Collection
The synthesis of aspirin was performed
according to the process described in
10 Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy

the literature (9). Acetic anhydride (10 mL,
0.106 mol) was added to the 50 mL flask,
immersing the end of the ATR head. The
mid-IR spectrum was recorded at a resolution of 4 cm-1 for a scan time of 30 s.
Data collection by the ReactionView was
initiated at a rate of one spectrum every
1 min. Salicylic acid (4 g, 0.028 mol) was
then added, followed by concentrated
sulfuric acid (five drops) as the catalyst.
In this reaction, acetic anhydride was
both the solvent and the reagent. The
mixture was thoroughly stirred with a
magnetic stirrer and heated on a hot
plate. The reaction was carried out at
35 °C. Once data collection was complete,

Results and Discussion
FT-IR Spectral Characteristics
of the Initial Reactant and Final Product
To identify characteristic absorbance
peaks of each component, especially reaction products, the single component
FT-IR spectra of reactants and product
were recorded in the spectra of the reaction mixture using KBr wafers. The
measured spectra of acetic anhydride,
acetic acid, salicylic acid and aspirin are
plotted in Figure 2 in the ranges of 2000–
900 cm-1. The IR spectra demonstrate the
characteristic bands of carbonyl (C=O
bond) stretches between 1830 and 1600
cm-1, which are present at different wavenumbers. Peaks of spectra in the region
of 1828–1730 cm-1, 1654 cm-1, 1734 cm-1,
and 1753–1689 cm-1 at lines (a), (b), (c) and
(d) represent the stretching vibrations of
the carbonyl group in acetic anhydride,
salicylic acid, acetic acid, and aspirin, respectively. The positions of these peaks
are consistent with the characteristic
ranges of the organic carbonyl groups
reported in the literature (10). The two
aspirin bands at 1753 and 1689 cm-1 correspond to the ester and carboxyl group,
respectively. The IR spectra of salicylic
acid and aspirin demonstrate that, in
addition to stretching vibrations of C=O
bonds, the band at 1608 cm-1 is attributed to the vibration of the backbone of
the benzene ring and the wide multiple
bands are in the range of 1600–1250 cm-1.
When these four substances are mixed
together, the IR spectrum measured is a
spectrum of the mixed system, meaning
that the spectra are superimposed over
each other.
Monitoring Reaction Process
by ReactionView in Situ
Mid-IR Spectroscopy
To gain further insight into the reactivity
of this reaction system and to confirm
the reaction products of the acylation of
salicylic acid, a series of spectroscopic
studies were undertaken to detect the
reaction. In situ IR monitoring results
(as shown in Figure 3) showed that the
www.spectroscopyonline.com

Identifying Components
of Reaction System
Because of the overlap absorbance
bands of acetic anhydride, acetic acid,
salicylic acid, and aspirin in the carbonyl
region from 1875 to 1660 cm-1, it is difficult to identify characteristic absorbance
peaks for each component. The complete set of spectra can be analyzed further using the ReactionSleuth software
package, which is a toolbox for analyzing
spectroscopic reaction data to examine
the data of 3D plot and calculate the absorbance and time trendlines. It can also
be used to calculate “synthetic spectra”
using a method based on principal component analysis (PCA) followed by target
transformation of the resulting factors
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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FIGURE 5: IR spectra of aspirin synthesis reaction from 2000–1150 cm -1 at
times (a) 1, (b) 7.5, (c) 10, and (d) 40 min. Two arrows show the disappearance
(down) and emergence (up) of prominent features, respectively.

Absorbance (AU)

reaction was fast when the catalyst was
added, and several distinct reaction
changes were visible. After the addition
of the catalyst, immediate signs of the
reaction were observed. The solid salicylic acid dissolved and effervescence
was noticed in the reactor. Data were collected for 40 min and saved in the form of
a multi-file. The first spectrum collected
was pure acetic anhydride, a reactant
that also served as the solvent for the reaction. Little change of the first spectrum
was observed when the salicylic acid was
added. The reason was that the salicylic
acid dissolved only sparingly in the acetic
anhydride and the ATR probe collected
data only from the liquid phase.
As shown in Figure 3, a 3D plot of aspirin synthesis can be obtained during
the reaction monitoring for 40 min, which
gives an overview of the trends in the
data. The peak region below 2000 cm-1
can provide some detailed spectroscopic
information about products and intermediates. The changes of peak values in the
3D plot clearly exhibit the decrease of raw
material and the increase of the product
as the reaction progresses. As acetic anhydride acts as both a reactant and as
the solvent for the reaction, the disappearance of the acetic anhydride peak is
not possible, which results in a decreasing trend. The 3D plot demonstrates the
component changes for monitoring the
reaction progress successfully.

Absorbance (AU)
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FIGURE 6: Absorbance vs. time trendlines calculated at (line a) peak 1818 cm -1
and (line b) peak 1706 cm -1 . The addition of sulfuric acid position is marked by
a red arrow A at 7 min after the data collection started.

(11). In many cases, these synthetic spectra can be compared with the pure compound spectra, or with spectral libraries,
to confirm the identity of the reaction
products and byproducts. The results
of the analysis of the IR spectra demonstrate that the method can resolve highly
overlapping mixture spectra, producing
a spectra equivalent to the original components. Because of the complex reaction environment in situ real-time, the
IR spectra of each substance are a little
different from that of the potassium bromide wafers of the standard sample. The
spectra are strongly overlapped in multiple component mixtures. The 3D plots
of one component and two components
(reactant acetic anhydride and product
acetic acid) can be obtained from total
3D plots by using PCA, which are shown
in the Figures 4a–c, clearly demonstrat-

ing the change trend of absorbance and
time in the reaction process.
Analysis of Reaction Process
The IR spectra in the region of 1900–1150
cm-1 at 1, 7.9, 10, and 40 min monitored
from the reactor are shown in Figure 5.
The absorbance changes in peak height
are demonstrated as line a, b, c, and d.
When the selected spectra from the data
set are overlaid, the changes over time
in the spectra are obvious. However, because of the strongly overlapping nature
of the spectra, a simple peak analysis is
difficult. As expected, the characteristic
peaks C=O of acetic anhydride (for example, at 1818 and 1749 cm-1, with the
spectrum shown in line a) diminish, and a
peak associated with the product, acetic
acid, emerges (1706 cm-1, with the spectrum shown in line d). The peak at 1706
Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy 11
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copy, which is mainly utilized to monitor the
presence or disappearance of the different
carbonyl groups during the synthesis.
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FIGURE 7: The spectra scores of (a) acetic anhydride and (b) acetic acid with
their time-based trend lines. A to D show trendline changes.

cm -1, on the product spectrum, is assigned to the carbonyl stretching vibration of acetic acid. Therefore, this functional group is different from that of the
reactant molecule. Consequently, the
absorbance at peaks 1706 cm-1 is used
as the measurement parameter for the
product concentration. The absorbance
of the acetic acid carbonyl peak 1706
cm-1 in the liquid state increases gradually with the reaction time prolonging,
which indicates that the concentration
of acetic acid increases.
Two absorbance and time trendlines
(Figure 6) calculated at the peaks 1818
and 1706 cm-1 clearly show the onset of
changes when the catalyst was added
7 min after the data collection started.
The decreased peak value of acetic anhydride (1818 and 1749 cm-1) and the increased peak value of acetic acid (1706
cm-1) are observed simultaneously, consistent with the carbonyl group change
values reported in the literature (9). The
asymmetrical stretching vibration peaks
(C=O, acetic acid) reach their maximum
value within 12 min, clearly demonstrating that the reaction was essentially complete and showed the rapid conversion
of salicylic acid to aspirin.
To analyze the changes of main component in the reaction system with time
in detail, the real-time monitoring 3D
spectrum during the reaction was processed by the ReactionSleuth package.
The spectra scores of acetic anhydride
and acetic acid with their time-based
trendlines were obtained, as shown in
Figure 7, which showed the concentra12 Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy

tion changes of the components when the
acylation reaction had been monitoring for
40 min. The higher the score, the higher
the concentration of the substance. The
trendline of acetic anhydride exhibits more
complex behavior over time in Figure 7(a).
With the addition of the catalyst, the line
drops sharply (A→B), then slowly drops
to its lowest point (B→C), and then rises
slightly (C→D) to balance. This trend shows
the change in the concentration of acetic
anhydride during the reaction. The concentration of acetic anhydride in the liquid
phase will increase slightly (C→D) because
of the precipitation and crystallization of
aspirin. The trendline of acetic acid shows a
trend opposite to that of acetic anhydride
(in Figure 7b), and the whole change trend
is the same as that of the peak at 1706 cm-1.
From Figure 7, there can be seen aspirin synthesis reaction with two different
reaction rates. Approximately 2 min after
the catalyst is added, the acetic anhydride
concentration decreases sharply in the
first stage. This first step of the reaction
involves the phenolic hydroxyl group of
the salicylic acid attacking one of the electrophilic carbons of the acetic anhydride
to form an intermediate, which shows
a quick process. But the rate in the next
stage becomes slow. This process includes that the intermediate eliminates a
hydrogen proton, and quickly converts to
aspirin, generating an equivalent number
of acetic acid. It can be clearly seen from
the plots that the reaction finishes within 12
min, which is rather quickly. It is clear that
the overall progress of the aspirin reaction
can be monitored by the FT-IR spectros-

Conclusion
In this paper, the reaction of synthesize
aspirin catalyzed by sulfuric acid was
monitored by using in situ real-time FT-IR
spectroscopy. By the study of experimental conditions and the optimization of the
model, the absorption spectra of aspirin
reaction system were well resolved. The
variation data of the absorbance and
time trendlines of carbonyl stretching
peaks and the concentration changes
of the components could be analyzed,
which would be enough to monitor reaction progress and accurately determine
the reaction endpoint of synthetic aspirin
without treating the samples. This study
demonstrated that the acetylation reaction rate of salicylic acid catalyzed by sulfuric acid is a rapid reaction mechanism
and the conversion rate is high. The whole
reaction process can be divided into two
stages, where the first is faster and the
second is slower. At the end of the reaction, a large number of aspirin products
can be crystallized based on observation.
The application of a real-time technique
based on ATR-FT-IR spectroscopy can be
helpful not only in monitoring the synthesis process of aspirin, but also in optimizing the process and reaction conditions,
where it is no longer necessary to rely on
samples grabbed from the reactor.
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Lignocellulose Determination and
Categorization Analysis for Biofuel
Pellets Based on FT-IR Spectra
Liu He, Wenjun Hu, and Yuzhen Wei

Lignocellulose determination and categorization analysis are critical to the
treatment of biofuel pellets. For lignocellulose determination, partial least
square (PLS) regression models based
on full-range spectra, feature intervals,
and feature bands were established.
The models that were based on feature
bands displayed the best performance,
with the determination coefficients of
0.956, 0.864, and 0.926 for cellulose,
hemicellulose, and lignin, respectively.
For the categorization analysis issue,
two specific cases were studied. First,
linear discriminant analysis and random forest were used for biofuel pellet classification. Second, fuzzy clustering based on transitive closure was
adopted to implement the hierarchical
clustering of biofuel pellets without the
label information. Excellent categorization results were obtained. This paper
provides an effective auxiliary means
for the pretreatment and storage of
biofuel pellets with the utilization of
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR)
spectra.

14 Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy

W

ith the depletion of fossil
fuels, the energy crisis becoming more urgent. The
development of renewable energy is
an important way to solve the problem
now and in the future (1). As a renewable
energy source, biomass energy exhibits many advantages, such as substantial global reserves, rapid regeneration
capabilities, and environmental friendliness (2). Therefore, researching biomass
resource treatment and development is
attracting significant attention (3). Furthermore, the plant biomass energy
produced by wood as well as wood
wastes, crops, as well as their waste byproducts and some herbs (4) played a
vital role in making up for the energy
shortage (5). The biofuel pellet is a common form of the refined solid biofuels,
which have inherent advantages such as
high thermal efficiency, easy producibility, and storing and transporting convenience (6). In terms of the plant biofuel
pellets composition, lignocellulose is
the largest component and decides the
fundamental properties of biofuel pellets. Therefore, it is important to determine the cellulose, hemicellulose, and
lignin concentrations inside the plant
biofuel pellets (7). The traditional way to
determine lignocellulose determination
is chemically, which has the advantage

of high accuracy, but it is also time- and
reagent-consuming and involves a series of labor-intensive, long, and tedious
solvent extraction steps to isolate the
components from biofuel pellets (8). A
determination method based on spectroscopy provides a novel solution with
the inherent merits of high-efficiency,
with non-contact and reagent-free
measurements. This method has been
widely used in many fields, such as agricultural products (9), food (10), minerals
(11), and drug (12) detection.
The Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR)
spectrum is generated from IR radiation
interacting with the interatomic bonds
of molecules (13). It mainly reflects the
stretching and deformation vibration of
the functional groups such as C–C, C–H,
O–H, C=O, and N–H (14). The full-range
FT-IR spectrum brings abundant fingerprint information of a given compound or
compounds in plants. Therefore, the FT-IR
spectrum is suitable for the qualitative and
quantitative analysis of lignocellulose (15).
However, there is no report about lignocellulose determination and categorization
analysis of biofuel pellets based on FT-IR
spectra so far. For lignocellulose determination based on the FT-IR spectra, the
full-range spectra always provide valuable
and redundant information simultaneously (16). The valuable information makes
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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positive attribution to build the regression model of lignocellulose. In contrast,
the redundant information makes either
no contribution or even a negative one
(17). Hence, it is necessary to refine the
feature information from the full-range
spectra. Because the wavelength range
of the original FT-IR spectrum is broad, it
would require full-range calculations. Furthermore, the adjacent bands have similar
characteristics, and the bands in different
regions interfere with each other in terms
of chemical group classification. Using fullrange spectra creates the problem of distribution adjacency or randomness when
the feature bands are selected with a competitive mechanism method (18). Therefore, a progressive strategy was utilized
to reduce the redundant information and
enhance the interpretability of the feature
bands in this research. First, the feature
intervals were screened by using a moving window partial least square (mwPLS)
method. Then, the shuffled frog leading
algorithm (SFLA) was adopted to evaluate
the importance of each band in the feature
intervals. Next, an importance threshold
was set to select the candidate feature
bands, and the bands whose importance
values are greater than the threshold and
located at peak positions were finally identified as the feature bands. The biofuel pellets were manufactured from various raw
materials, and the pellets comprised of
different materials exhibit distinct properties. In other respects, the pellets made of
the same materials usually exhibit similar
properties. Therefore, the categorization
of the biofuel pellets will provide a useful reference for the mathematical treatment. In this research, linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) and random forest (RF) were
adopted to implement the classification in
the case where the label information was
available. However, there were some cases
where the biofuel pellet category was unknown or could not be identified (for example, when the materials were severely
mixed). In this condition, the clustering
would also provide a useful reference for
the further treatment of biofuel pellets.
Clustering is more flexible because it can
realize the hierarchical categorization when
setting different thresholds (19). In this rewww.spectroscopyonline.com

search, fuzzy clustering (FC) based on transitive closure was adopted to achieve the
hierarchical clustering.
In conclusion, this research designs a
complete scheme for lignocellulose determination and the categorization analysis of
biofuel pellets.
Materials and Methods
Materials Preparation
The biofuel pellets were gathered from
14 manufacturers in China. According to
the origin, raw materials, and processing
characteristics, the biofuel pellets were
divided into 37 varieties. For each variety,
four replicates were set. Thus, 148 samples
were obtained.
The samples were processed for lignocellulosic concentration determination
and spectra acquisition according to the
following treatments. First, all the samples
were ground into powder with a grinder
(Tissuelyser-48, Shanghai Jingxin Industrial
Development Co., Ltd). Then, the powder
was air-dried in a blast drying oven (BA0150A, STIK Co. Ltd.) at 80 °C until the
weight no longer changed. Eventually, for
each sample, 0.5 g powder was accurately
weighed by an electronic balance (BT125S,
Sartorius Co., Ltd.) for chemical measurement, and 1 mg of powder was accurately
weighed for FT-IR spectra acquisition.
Chemical Measurement
The Van Soest method was referenced (20)
to determine the hemicellulose, cellulose,
and lignin concentrations of the samples.
During the determination, the 0.5 g powder went through four main steps. Namely,
neutral detergent washing (faint boiling, 1
h), acid detergent washing (faint boiling, 1
h), 72% sulfuric acid washing (20 °C, 3 h),
and burning in a muffle furnace (600 °C,
2.5 h) in turn. The neutral detergent washing removed the protein, fat, starch, and
soluble sugar from the powder. The acid
detergent washing aimed to dissolve the
hemicellulose from the residues after neutral detergent washing. The 72% sulfuric
acid washing was done to dissolve the cellulose from the residues after acid detergent washing. At this point, only lignin and
silicate were left. Hence, the fourth step is
to separate the silicate from the residues

after the previous step by heating them.
Eventually, the concentrations of hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin were calculated
according to the mass loss of steps 2 to 4,
comparing to that of their previous actions.
To ensure the accuracy of the determination results, all the reagents used for the
chemical measurement were analytical
reagent grade at a minimum.
Spectra Acquisition
The spectra were acquired in transmission
mode. Therefore, the tablets of the samples
were prepared for spectra acquisition. First,
the 1 mg powder and 49 mg anhydrous potassium bromide were placed into a mortar
and fully ground under a hot IR lamp. Then,
the homogeneous mixture was compressed into tablets by a pressure machine
at 15 MPa pressure and 30 s as the duration. Finally, the spectra of the tablets were
captured by an FT-IR spectrometer (Nicolet
iS10, Thermo Fisher Scientific Co. Ltd.) with
the wavenumber range of 400–4000 cm-1,
and a resolution of 4 cm-1. The scanning repetition was set to 32 times for each sample
to reduce the random noise interference.
In view of the background drift impact, the
sampling interval of the background signal
was set to 45 min. Through the above operations, 148 spectra were obtained in total.
Regression Model
Establishment and Evaluation
PLS regression (PLSR) was adopted to
build the regression models between the
FT-IR spectra and the lignocellulose concentrations of the biofuel pellets. The basic
idea of PLSR is to decompose the spectra
matrix X and the concentration matrix Y at
the same time (21).
X = TPT + Ex

[1]

Y = UQT + EY

[2]

In the formula, T and U mean the score matrices of X and Y. P and Q denote the load
matrices of X and Y. EX and EY represent
the PLS fitting residual matrices of X and
Y. The superscript T denotes the matrix
transposition. The linear regression relationship between T and U (U = T * B) can
be established from equation [1] and [2];
Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy 15
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FIGURE
1: (a) The transmission spectra of all samples and (b) the average
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spectra
of different categories separated based on raw materials.
!
!

specifically, B = (TTT)-1TTY. For the prediction of unknown samples, the score matrix
Tpre of the spectra array of the samples is
calculated first. Then, the concentration is
figured out according to the formula Ypre
= TpreBQ (22).
The root mean square error of the calibration set (RMSEC) and determination
coefficients of the calibration set (R2C)
were employed to evaluate the regression
model’s fitting effect and stability. The
prediction ability of the model was evaluated by the root mean square error of the
prediction set (RMSEP), the determination
coefficient of the prediction set (R2P), and
the ratio of the standard deviation of the
prediction set to the standard error of prediction (RPD). The closer the RMSE value
is to 0, the better. The closer the R2 value
is to 1, and the greater the RPD value is,
the better (23). The calculation formulas
are expressed as follows:
n

RMSE =

2

∑ ( yi,actual – yi,predicted )
i=1

n–1

n

R2 = 1 –

[3]

2

∑ ( yi,actual – yi,predicted )
i=1
n

2

∑ (yi,actual – yi,actual )

[4]

i=1

RPD =

1
1 – R2

Outlier Detection
The wrong operation, equipment fault,
and environmental disturbance can lead
to outliers. Because the outliers are harmful to model performance, it is essential
to detect and eliminate the outliers. In
this research, the Monte Carlo sampling
(MCS) algorithm was used to detect outliers. The basic idea of the MCS algorithm
is sample extraction and cross-validation
(24), which can be described as follows:
first, part of the samples were selected
to form a modeling set according to MCS
rules. Second, a PLSR model based on
the modeling set was established and
verified with the remaining samples.
Third, the previous two steps were executed circularly to generate the prediction residual array. Fourth, the mean value
(MEAN) and standard deviation (STD) for
each sample were calculated on the basis
of the residual array. Eventually, the outliers were detected intuitively, according
to the distribution of MEAN versus STD.

[5]

In the formula, n denotes the sample
size; yi,actual means the actual measured
value of sample i. yi,predicted means the
predicted value of sample i based on the
regression model.
16 Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy

Feature Selection
Throughout the full-range FT-IR spectra, different regions reveal different
functional group vibrations. Thus, the
mwPLS algorithm was adopted to screen
the important regions out according to
the following steps. First, a window with
a specific width was designed. Then,
the window was moved over the entire
spectra range from left to right, and the
RMSECV at each position where the window arrived was calculated and recorded.
Finally, the feature intervals were identified based on the RMSECV values (25).

A bionics algorithm, SFLA, was employed to select feature bands because of
its high computing efficiency and excellent
global search capability. A Markov chain,
which satisfies the steady-state distribution, was simulated in the spectral space
to calculate the probability of each band
being selected. The characteristic variables are chosen based on the probability values (26). In this research, SFLA and
PLSR were utilized comprehensively to
select the feature bands from the feature
intervals through multiple iterations. The
variables were selected according to the
absolute value of the PLSR model regression coefficients at each iteration. After all
the iterations were run, the probability of
being selected for each band can be calculated. The higher the probability, the more
important the band is for the model.
Classification
LDA and RF were adopted to classify the
samples. The basic idea of LDA is to project the input variable space into the best
discriminant vector space to ensure the
samples have the largest interclass scatter
matrix and the smallest intraclass scatter
matrix. The central point of each class was
calculated in the projected vector space.
For the test samples, the categories were
determined by calculating the distance to
each center. The shortest one was identified as the category of the test sample
(27). The main idea of RF classification was
to generate several subsets with significant differences from all samples. Then,
each subset was trained to create a decision tree. During the training, a random
selected node splitting attribute was introduced. Finally, N decision trees were
generated by repeating the above steps.
For an unknown sample, the category was
determined by all decision trees, and the
one with the most votes as the final category was the one used (28).
Hierarchical Clustering
The fuzzy clustering algorithm based on
transitive closure was employed to implement the hierarchical clustering of the biofuel pellets. This method mainly includes
three steps. First, it starts with normalizing the variable vectors at each dimenwww.spectroscopyonline.com
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FIGURE 2: Scatter plots of MEAN versus STD for (a) cellulose, (b) hemicellulose, and (c) lignin.
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sion to reduce the impact of the differ- Detection and Elimination of Outliers
set, and the first sample was selected into
'
ences between different dimensions.
The outliers were detected
according the prediction set. Finally, a calibration
Second, it requires constructing a fuzzy
to the method mentioned in the secset with 110 samples and a prediction set
similarity matrix and+,-.&'/)'H.08503*17.!58!/-.!HIAJ!35>.92!;*2.>!51!/-.!8F99K0*1=.!26.7/0*!
calculating the tran- tion “Outlier Detection.” To ensure each
with 36 samples were obtained for each
sitive closure through the self-composi- sample can be sampled enough times, the chemical index.
tional operation. Third, it continues with iteration times was set to 20,000, and the
The modeling performance based on
!
!of"!the
! modeling!"#$
!"full-range
!%&'
L1>.M! clustering according
!"#$!proportion
#!
performing dynamic
set was#!set to the
spectra
(Table I) proves that
to the λ-truncation matrices inferred from 0.8. Based on the result obtained after all
there was a strong correlation between
the similarity matrix with different confi- the loops ending, the scatter plot of MEAN
the FT-IR spectra and the lignocellulose
N.99F952.!
#@O#(!
P@O((!
%@#&'!
P@O'%!
'@#Q&!
dence levels (29).
versus STD was generated (Figure 2). Ac- concentrations. The PLSR models show
cording to the dispersion degree, samples
excellent stability and prediction ability.
R.347.99F952.!
P@OS%! 7 and 130 P@O%&!
%@STP! and lignin, the
Results and
Discussion
were regarded as#@#O%!
potential out- P@STS!
For cellulose, hemicellulose,
Overview of the Spectra
liers for cellulose (Figure 2a) and lignin
R2C values are 0.955, 0.923, and 0.951, and
Some elementary points can be observed
Samples 73, 129, and 130 were
the R2P values are 0.942, 0.878, and 0.868,
I4=141!
P@TQT! (Figure 2c).P@O(#!
#@&P'!
P@SQS!
%@T((!
from the spectra of all the samples (Figure regarded as potential outliers for hemicel- respectively. By comparing the models for
1a). The spectra of different samples are lulose (Figure 2b). Through eliminating the different components, it can be found that
basically consistent in waveform, whereas
potential outliers one! by one and evaluat- the model of cellulose exhibits the best
the transmittance amplitude shows the ing the validation performance, sample 73
performance. It was mainly caused by the
gradient variation. It implied that the sam- of hemicellulose was retained for further chemical constitution of cellulose, which
!
ples were similar in composition, but the analysis because the validation perforhas less deformation (30).
concentrations of the inclusions were dif- mance became worse when this sample
ferent. From the horizontal point of view, it
was eliminated.
Feature Intervals Selection
was found that the peak density of differFrom the view of spectral detection, the
ent regions was quite varied. The region Preliminary Modeling Analysis
lignocellulosic concentration is expressed
of 1000–2000 cm-1 has the most abundant The samples after the outlier elimination through the interactions between electropeaks. Hence, the fingerprint information were divided into a calibration set and a magnetic radiation and various chemical
most likely locates in this range. In con- prediction set for model establishment groups. Moreover, the interactions cortrast, the tendency of the waveform is and external validation. First, the remaining respond to various wavelength ranges.
relatively smooth in the 2000–2750 cm-1 samples were sorted in ascending order Therefore, a series of windows with widths
range. It signifies that the spectral infor- according to their chemical concentrafrom 250 to 500 was designed to slide over
mation in this region is probably redun- tions. In the sorted sequence, every four the spectra to screen the reasonable feadant. The average spectra of the samples
samples with continuous concentration ture intervals. For each width, the full crossmanufactured by different raw materials
values were treated as a subset. In each
validation results were calculated to evalu(Figure 1b) show distinct changing ten- subset, the second or the third sample ate the window at each location. Eventually,
dencies of waveform, which provided the were chosen randomly to constitute the
the feature intervals (Figure 3) were identipotential feasibility of classification and prediction set. As a particular case, the fied by assessing the cross-validation rehierarchical clustering.
last two samples were treated as a subsults with different widths (31). For cellulose,
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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TABLE I: Performance of the PLSR models
based on the full-range spectra
!
Index
Cellulose

RMSEC

R2

RMSE

R2

RPD

1.915

0.955

2.134

0.942

4.163

C
P
P
+,-.&'1)'H.08503*17.!58!/-.!HIAJ!35>.92!;*2.>!51!8.*/F0.!41/.0<*92!

L1>.M!

Hemicellulose

0.982

Lignin

0.767

N.99F952.!

R.347.99F952.!

!"#$!!
#@SPO!
P@TQ%!

!"!!

!"#$#!

!"#!

!%&'

P@O(O!

%@##T!

P@O'&!

'@%#Q!

#@P'P!

P@OPT!

&@%SS!

0.923

1.192

0.951

1.304

P@O(&!

0.878

0.868

2.870
2.755

TABLE I4=141!
II: Performance
of the PLSR
based on
feature intervals
P@SP&!
P@O(#!models
#@%#(!
P@SS(!
%@O(T!
Index

RMSEC

R 2C

!

RMSEP

R 2P

RPD

Cellulose

1.809

0.959

2.117

0.943

4.216

Hemicellulose

0.762

0.953

1.040

0.907

3.288

Lignin

0.803

0.951

1.215

0.885

2.957

the feature intervals were 930–1914 cm-1 and
2973–3076 cm-1 (Figure 3a). For hemicellulose, the feature intervals were 1043–1826
cm-1 and 2881–3043 cm-1 (Figure 3b). For
lignin, the feature intervals were 1051–2066
cm-1 and 2895–3064 cm-1 (Figure 3c). It can
be found that the intervals 1051–1826 cm-1
and 2973–3043 cm-1 are overlapped for the
three components. And the overlapping region occupies a considerable proportion,
namely (IntC∩IntH∩IntL)/(IntC∩IntH∩IntL) =
63.56% (the IntC, IntH, and IntL denote feature intervals of cellulose, hemicellulose,
and lignin). This observation illustrates that
the cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin are
similar in composition but different in specific ingredients, which is consistent with the
real situation (32).
The PLSR models’ performance based
on the feature intervals (Table II) is slightly
18 Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy

better than that based on full-range
spectra (Table I). The R2P and R2C values
of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin are
all greater than or equal those in Table
I. Hence, the feature intervals selection
makes a contribution to reduce the redundant information and improve the
model performance.
Feature Bands Selection
To obtain a reasonable assessment for
each band, the iteration number of SFLA
was set to 50,000; the number of the initial
variables was set to 20. According to the
importance curve, the thresholds of cellulose (Figure 4b), hemicellulose (Figure 4d),
and lignin (Figure 4f) were all set to 0.1. To
eliminate the contiguity phenomenon, only
the bands at the peak locations were selected as the feature bands. At last, 40, 51,

and 84 feature bands were identified for
cellulose (Figure 4a), hemicellulose (Figure
4c), and lignin (Figure 4e), respectively.
First, the feature bands that were shared
by different chemical indexes were counted
and analyzed. Six pairs of similar feature
bands, 1069, 1141, 1630, 1645, 1783, and
1826 cm-1, shared by the three components were observed. Two pairs of similar
feature bands, 1299 and 1452 cm-1, shared
by cellulose and hemicellulose indexes
were identified. The chemical indexes of
cellulose and lignin shared three pairs of
similar feature bands: 1750, 1766, and 1865
cm-1. The chemical indexes of hemicellulose and lignin shared ten pairs of similar
feature bands: 1043, 1313, 1410, 1424, 1486,
1495, 1524, 1544, 1560, and 1676 cm-1. The
assignments of the shared feature bands
are summarized below. 1043 cm-1 was assigned to C–O–C asymmetric stretching vibration in hemicellulose (33); 1069 cm-1 was
assigned to -COO- asymmetrical stretching
of aromatic acid in lignin; 1141 cm-1 was assigned to aromatic C-H in-plane deformation typical for guaiacyl propane (34); 1410
cm-1 was assigned to the -COO- stretching
vibration in hemicellulose (35); 1424 cm-1 was
assigned to the aromatic skeletal vibration
or C–H in-plane deformation in lignin and
cellulose; 1452 cm-1 was assigned to C-H deformation in -CH3 or C-H bending in -CH2
in lignin and hemicellulose (36); 1630 cm-1
was assigned to C=O stretching vibration in
lignin; 1645 cm-1 was assigned to O-H deformation; and 1750 cm-1 was assigned to C=O
stretching vibration in ester groups. Then,
the exclusive feature bands, which only belong to one chemical index, were counted
and analyzed. The exclusive feature bands
of cellulose were mainly located at 978–1011
and 1374 cm-1. The exclusive bands of hemicellulose were mainly located at 1590, 1685,
1697, and 2881 cm-1. The exclusive bands
of lignin were mainly located at 1243–1274,
1467, 1723, 1793, 1845, and 1990 cm-1. The
assignments of the exclusive feature bands
are summarized below. 1004 cm-1 was assigned to the C–C and C–O stretching
vibration; 1243 cm-1 was assigned to the syringyl ring plus C–O stretching in lignin and
hemicellulose; 1259 cm-1 was assigned to
the guaiacyl ring plus C-O stretching vibration in lignin; 1374 cm-1 was assigned to C-H
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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FIGURE 4: Selection and distribution of feature bands, (a), (c), and (e) are the
feature bands of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, respectively; and (b),
(d), and (f) are the corresponding selection possibilities of bands calculated
using SFLA.
TABLE III: Performance of the PLSR models based on feature intervals
Index

RMSEC

R 2C

RMSE P

R 2P

RPD

Cellulose

1.849

0.958

1.861

0.956

4.774

Hemicellulose

0.900

0.936

1.259

0.864

2.715

Lignin

0.960

0.931

0.972

0.926

3.694

deformation in cellulose and hemicellulose;
1467 cm-1 was assigned to C-H deformations or asymmetric stretching in-CH3 and
-CH2 in lignin; 1590 cm-1 was assigned to aromatic skeletal vibration in lignin; and 2881
cm-1 was assigned to C-H stretching in -CH3
and -CH2 (37).
Based on the above analysis, it can be
inferred that the expression of cellulose,
hemicellulose, or lignin relied on the synergies of multiple feature bands, which may
not make attribution to the actual compounds. Thus, the expression ability of the
feature bands to lignocellulose concentrations needs to be verified.
Compared to the PLSR models based
on feature intervals (Table II), the PLSR
models (Table III) based on the feature
20 Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy

bands show better performance in cellulose and lignin, but the model performance of hemicellulose decreases
slightly. Beyond that, the redundant information was eliminated effectively under
the premise that the model performance
remains stable.
Classification
According to the raw materials categories,
the samples were divided into “herbs,”
“pine wood,” “red wood,” “mixed,” and
“other wood.” The “other wood” mainly
consists of oak wood, rubber wood, and
some tropical wood with fewer parallel
samples. To explore the feasibility of biofuel pellet classification based on FT-IR
spectra, the principal components (PCs)

were extracted from the full-range spectra
to perform visual analysis. After extraction,
the scatter plots based on the first three PCs
were generated. It can be found that some
points that belong to different categories
were overlapped from the oblique upper
angle. However, most scatter points of each
category were clustered together in the 3D
spaces constructed by the first three PCs
(Figure 5). Therefore, it is possible to distinguish the categories of samples based on
the PCs extracted from the FT-IR spectra.
In view of that, the first three PCs don’t exhibit a remarkable ability for the biofuel pellet classification; as a result, more PCs were
employed as the input variables to build LDA
and RF classifiers. Through validation, it can
be found that the classification accuracy of
LDA classifier reached 100% when the number of PCs was equal to or greater than four,
and the same excellent accuracy of RF was
obtained when the number of PCs reached
or exceeded eight. The results sufficiently indicate that FT-IR spectra are suitable for the
classification of biofuel pellets.
Hierarchical Clustering
The first 15 PCs were introduced as the
input variables for hierarchical clustering. Before clustering, the variable vector
at each column was normalized by the
maximum method to reduce the effect
caused by the tremendous value range
difference between different PCs. The
absolute cosine value between every two
samples was calculated to build a fuzzy
similarity matrix. After three times selfcompositional operations, the transitive
closure was obtained. According to the
transitive closure, the biofuel pellets could
be clustered layer by layer (Figure 6).
If the confidence level was set to 0.379,
the biofuel pellets would be divided into
two categories, named “C1” and “OC1.”
If the confidence level was set to 0.444,
the “OC1” samples would be subdivided
into “C2” and other categories “OC2.”
If the confidence level was set to 0.494,
the “OC2” samples would be subdivided
into “C3” and other categories “OC3.”
If the confidence level was set to 0.525,
all the samples would be clustered into five
categories, namely the “OC3” samples
were subdivided into “C4” and “C5.”
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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Conclusion
In this research, a complete scheme for
biofuel pellet lignocellulose determination and categorization analysis was designed. Regression models with excellent
performance were established to determine the lignocellulose concentration
nondestructively. By screening the feature
intervals first, the randomness of feature
bands extraction was avoided effectively.
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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In addition, the “C1” samples could be
subdivided into two categories when the
confidence level is greater than 0.926, and
the “C3” samples can be subdivided into
two categories when the confidence level
was set to 0.941.
The hierarchical clustering provides reliable results in the cases of clustering into
2–5 categories. Through referencing the
actual categories of the samples, the clustering results “C1,” “C2,” “C3,” “C4,” and
“C5” match the “mixed,” “herbs,” “red
wood,” “pine wood,” and “other wood”
completely.
Through the one-way analysis of variance, the cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin indexes of the samples in Figure 7 all
exhibit significant difference between the
five clusters with the p values of 7.28e-8,
3.35e-7, and 3.16e-14. Beyond that, multiple comparison analysis was performed to
explore the specific relationships between
different clusters. For cellulose, the “C2”
is significantly different from other categories, the “C4” is significantly different
from the “C3” and “C5,” but the difference
between the “C3,” “C5,” and “C1” is not
significant. For hemicellulose, the “C3” is
significantly different from other categories, the “C1” is significantly different from
the “C5,” but the difference between the
“C2,” “C5,” and “C4” was not significant.
For lignin, the “C3” is significantly different
from the “C1,” “C4,” and “C5,” the “C1”
is significantly different from the “C4,”
and the “C4” is significantly different from
“C2.” The above analysis illustrates that
hierarchical clustering acts in cooperation with the lignocellulose properties of
biofuel pellets. Hence, it is convenient for
unknown biofuel pellets that pretreatment
through clustering the samples with similar
properties in to one category.
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FIGURE 7: Histogram of concentrations after clustering. Note: In the figure,
“C1,” “C2,” “C3,” “C4,” and “C5” represent the clusters obtained by hierarchical clustering; the whisker on the bar indicates the standard deviation.

For categorization analysis, two situations
were considered. To distinguish the types
of biofuel pellet raw materials, the classifier
was built with the utilization of spectral and
label information. To estimate the biofuel
pellet properties without label information,
hierarchical clustering based on transitive

closure was performed. Eventually,
outstanding results were obtained for
classification and clustering. According
to the clustering result and the experimental knowledge, the lignocellulose
concentration range can be estimated
roughly. In a word, it is feasible to deAdvances in Infrared Spectroscopy 21
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termine lignocellulose concentrations,
and categorize types and evaluate
properties of biofuel pellets based on
FT-IR spectra. This research will provide
a useful reference to guide the treatments of biofuel pellets.
Frankly speaking, problems still exist
in this research. The samples used for
analysis were relatively few, which would
influence the ability of the model. Hence,
more samples should be employed in
further studies. The FT-IR spectra were
also collected in a laboratory environment, which is not suitable for field detection. Some measures should be taken
to improve the practicability of the protocol proposed in this research.
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Density Functional Theory Investigation
on the Molecular Structure and
Vibrational Spectra of Triclosan
Xiaoliang Ji and Yue Yang

Density functional theory (DFT) methods possess a strong ability in the molecular modeling of geometrical and
spectroscopic parameters because
of their high accuracy and consistency with experimental data. In this
study, the performances of different
DFT methods to predict the molecular structural and vibrational properties of triclosan were investigated and
compared. DFT methods comprised
of five commonly used functionals,
namely B3LYP, LSDA, PBEPBE, CAMB3LYP, and M06-2X, were examined.
The proper choice of the basis set
had a significant influence on the DFT
simulation results. Therefore, the effects of different basis sets, including
LANL2DZ, SDD, LANL2MB, 6-311G, and
6-311++G(d,p), on the theoretical calculations of triclosan, were also evaluated. Results revealed that the M062X/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory was
superior to other levels in simulating
the structure of triclosan. The LSDA/6311G level of theory showed the best
performance in predicting the vibrational spectra of triclosan. These results can provide a fundamental benchmark for the study of environmental
pollution mechanisms and ecological
effects of triclosan.

www.spectroscopyonline.com

T

riclosan (2,4,4’-trichloro-2’hydroxydiphenyl ether), a
broad-spectrum antibacterial
agent, has been extensively used in
many types of personal care products, including toothpaste, hand sanitizer, cleaners, shampoo, deodorant
soaps, and cosmetics (1). Triclosan has
also been incorporated into disinfectants, beddings, kitchen appliances,
toys, socks, and underwear (2). Most of
the time, triclosan gets into the water
through sewage treatment and eventually flows into the surface water, underground water, and soil. Currently,
triclosan has been found most often in
treated wastewater effluents and sludge,
surface waters, and sediments (3). According to researchers, triclosan is toxic
to mammals and water-living organisms
such as fish and algae (4). Therefore, the
threats of triclosan to human health and
the ecological environment have attracted increased attention.
The molecular modeling of geometrical and spectroscopic parameters
is a rapid and cost-effective way to determine the application potential of numerous compounds (5). It can provide
insights into the relationship between
electronic structure and mechanical
properties. Until now, few studies have
performed theoretical calculations on

triclosan. Iconomopoulou and others
(6) recorded the Raman spectrum of triclosan in its solid state within the range
of 500–3500 cm−1. Connor and others (7)
provided the potential energy surface of
the triclosan molecule and conducted
ab initio structural analysis. Özişik and
others (8) reported the calculated harmonic frequencies at the B3LYP/6-311G
level along with the infrared (IR) intensities and presented the vibrational assignments of triclosan on the basis of the
total energy distribution. Latosińska and
others (9) studied the molecular dynamics and thermal stability of triclosan in
solid state by nuclear quadrupole resonance spectroscopy. They used density
functional theory (DFT) with the B3LYP
hybrid function and the 6-311++G**
basis set to determine the geometry optimization, Raman spectrum, and electric
field gradient.
DFT is becoming a powerful tool in the
theoretical investigation of the structural
and vibrational properties of molecules
because of its accuracy and consistency
with experimental data. Various methods
are available in DFT, and the prediction
results significantly differ by using different theory levels. The performance
comparisons among these various DFT
levels are crucial for understanding the
toxic properties and action mechanisms
Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy 23
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FIGURE 1: Graph of potential energy scan of the triclosan molecule.
TABLE I: Comparison of bond lengths (in Å) and bond angles (in degrees)
calculated for triclosan with various DFT methods
Geometry

Exp. a

B3LYP

LSDA

PBEPBE

CAMB3LYP

M06-2X

LANL2DZ
R(O22-H23)

0.8936

0.9788

0.9884

0.9892

0.9758

0.9755

R(C12-Cl24)

1.7285

1.8191

1.7975

1.8195

1.8030

1.7985

R(C6-Cl20)

1.7405

1.8184

1.7968

1.8191

1.8021

1.7978

R(C12-C11)

1.3946

1.4005

1.3956

1.4068

1.3943

1.3954

R(C3-C4)

1.3867

1.4146

1.4106

1.4227

1.4070

1.4076

R(C15-O10)

1.3789

1.3990

1.3816

1.4070

1.3904

1.3936

R(C3-O10)

1.3964

1.4064

1.3874

1.4148

1.3978

1.3976

0.0453

0.0367

0.0514

0.0360

0.0353

Mean absolute
deviation
∠(C15-C14-Cl21)

119.87

119.99

119.27

119.84

119.97

119.80

∠(C3-C4-O22)

117.94

117.05

116.67

117.03

116.92

116.59

∠(C14-C15-C16)

118.85

119.24

119.39

119.20

119.39

119.55

∠(C4-C3-C2)

120.84

120.14

120.12

120.15

120.19

120.36

∠(C15-O10-C3)

117.25

121.48

120.76

120.12

121.61

120.35

∠(C4-O22-H23)

109.47

112.98

113.32

111.65

113.75

114.20

a Exp.:

Experimental X-ray crystal data from reference (11).

of triclosan. Positive and effective measures should be taken to eliminate the
influence of triclosan on aquatic ecosystems and human and animal health.
However, to the best of our knowledge,
no study has conducted structural and
vibrational analysis of triclosan with the
application of DFT functionals coupled
with various basis sets.
On the basis of the above considerations, the main objective of this study
24 Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy

was to find the best functional and basis
set that could accurately predict the geometry and vibrational spectra of triclosan by comparing the calculated results
with the experimental counterparts.
Methods
All quantum chemical calculations were
conducted using the Gaussian 09W software package (10), which was installed
on Windows 10. The visualization of the

optimized structure and simulated vibrational spectra was performed using the
GaussView 6.0 software. The initial optimization parameters of triclosan were
taken from experimental molecular geometry (11). The geometry of triclosan
was calculated on the basis of B3LYP,
LSDA, PBEPBE, CAM-B3LYP, and M062X functionals with the LANL2DZ, SDD,
LANL2MB, 6-311G, and 6-311++G(d,p)
basis sets. Subsequently, on the basis of
the optimized structures, the vibrational
frequencies of the target compound
were computed at the same theory level.
The neglect of anharmonicity effects
and electron correlation often led to the
overestimation of calculated vibrational
frequencies. The wavenumber-linear
scaling (WLS) method has been extensively applied in frequency calculations
because of its simplicity and efficacy
(12–14). Here, we employed the WLS
method to correct the calculated vibrational frequencies.
Results and Discussion
The most stable minimum energy conformation of the triclosan molecule
should be investigated before proceeding to geometry optimization and the
frequency calculations. Therefore, the
potential energy scan on the dihedral
angle, C4-C3-O10-C15, was performed
using the B3LYP/6-311G level with the
region of −180° to +180° at a step of 10°.
Figure 1 depicts the graphical presentation of the potential energy scan, which
reveals that the lowest potential energy
was at −70° (−1992.5171 Hartree).
Geometry Optimization with Various
Methods Using the LANL2DZ Basis Set
DFT is an approximation method that
can deal with heterogeneous interacting
multiparticle systems. The exchange–
correlation energy plays a key role in all
of the functionals, and their approximate
natures determine the accuracy of the
DFT methods.
Local-density approximations (LDAs)
are a class of approximations to the exchange–correlation energy functional in
DFT, which only depend on the value of
the electronic density at each point in
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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TABLE II: Comparison of bond lengths (in Å) and bond angles (in degrees) calculated for triclosan with M06-2X
method at different basis sets
LANL2DZ

Geometry

Exp. a

R(O22-H23)

0.8936

0.9755

R(C12-Cl24)

1.7285

R(C6-Cl20)

1.7405

R(C12-C11)

1.3946

R(C3-C4)

1.3867

R(C15-O10)
R(C3-O10)

SDD

LANL2MB

6-311G

6-311++G(d,p)

M06-2X
0.9755

1.0148

0.9691

0.9613

1.7985

1.8017

1.8735

1.8044

1.7428

1.7978

1.8009

1.8787

1.8041

1.7421

1.3954

1.3953

1.3975

1.3858

1.3862

1.4076

1.4074

1.4277

1.3981

1.4002

1.3789

1.3936

1.3936

1.4033

1.3906

1.3663

1.3964

1.3976

1.3972

1.4256

1.3949

1.3739

0.0353

0.0361

0.0717

0.0355

0.0201

Mean absolute
deviation
∠(C15-C14-Cl21)

119.87

119.80

119.83

118.12

119.69

119.64

∠(C3-C4-O22)

117.94

116.59

116.62

116.97

116.58

117.03

∠(C14-C15-C16)

118.85

119.55

119.58

117.42

119.61

119.28

∠(C4-C3-C2)

120.84

120.36

120.32

120.68

120.59

120.37

∠(C15-O10-C3)

117.25

120.35

120.73

113.73

120.03

118.38

∠(C4-O22-H23)

109.47

114.20

114.15

104.02

113.52

110.44

a Exp.:

Experimental X-ray crystal data from reference (11).

space. The local spin-density approximation (LSDA) is the extension of LDAs
to spin-polarized systems, which is appropriate for systems having slowly varying densities. Nevertheless, LDAs tend to
favor high-spin-state structures and yield
overbinding energies (15).
PBEPBE belongs to generalized gradient approximations (GGAs), which
improve the LSDA definition of the
exchange–correlation energy by incorporating the first derivatives of the
electronic density. In GGAs, the exchange–correlation potential depends
on the electron density and its gradient,
and it is a complicated function in threedimensional (3D) space. GGAs tend to
soften and expand bonds (16), providing
better structural energy differences (17),
atomization energies, and total energies
(18). However, PBEPBE is not desirable in
describing many important properties in
solid-state physics (19).
B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP, and M06-2X, belonging to hybrid density functionals,
have found widespread application in
quantum chemical calculations (20–23).
They are a class of approximations to the
exchange–correlation energy functional
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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FIGURE 2: (a) Chemical structure of triclosan. (b) Optimized structure of triclosan at M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level.

in DFT that includes a portion of exact
exchange from Hartree–Fock theory
with exchange and correlation from
other sources. B3LYP is Becke’s threeparameter hybrid exchange function (24)
coupled with Lee–Yang–Parr (LYP) correlation function. CAM-B3LYP combines
the features of hybrid functional B3LYP
with the long-range corrected functionals of Hirao and others (25). It is a mixture of Hartree–Fock and DFT exchange.
The highly parameterized, empirical exchange correlation functional, M06-2X
(26), developed by Zhao and Truhlar, has
proven to be a promising tool in dealing
with noncovalent interactions (27,28). It

accounts implicitly for “medium-range”
electron correlation because of the way
noncovalent interactions are parameterized, which is sufficient in describing
the dispersion interactions within many
complexes (28).
Figure 2a displays the chemical structure of triclosan. Figure 2b provides the
optimized structure of triclosan at the
M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) theory level.
The geometrical parameters optimized
by the five different DFT functionals at
the LANL2DZ basis set for the triclosan
molecule are presented in Table I. Additionally, Table I lists the experimental
values for performance comparison.
Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy 25
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1.15

B3LYP
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PBEPBE
CAM-B3LYP
M06-2X

1.10

f(exp)/f(calc)

The calculated C15-O10-C3 angles
regardless of calculating levels were
larger than the observed value by approximately 2.87°–4.36°. The calculated
C4-O22-H23 angles with various DFT
methods differed by 2.18°–4.73° with the
observed value. The absolute prediction
errors for other bond angles were not
more than 1.35°. These results demonstrated good agreement between the
theoretical geometrical parameters of
triclosan and the experimental ones.
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FIGURE 3: Correlation between the ratios of the experimental frequencies
to the unscaled calculated harmonic frequencies, f(exp)/f(calc), and the unscaled calculated harmonic frequencies with different methods for triclosan.
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FIGURE 4: Plot of the ratios of the experimental frequencies to the WLSscaled calculated harmonic frequencies, f(exp)/fWLS(calc), against the WLSscaled calculated harmonic frequencies with different methods for triclosan.

As shown in Table I, the computed
bond lengths at various levels were
generally longer than the corresponding
experimental ones. The O22-H23 bond
distances computed by B3LYP, LSDA,
PBEPBE, CAM-B3LYP, and M06-2X at the
LNL2DZ basis set were 0.9788, 0.9884,
0.9892, 0.9758, and 0.9755 Å, respectively.
Compared with the corresponding experimental value of 0.8936 Å, the absolute
errors were 0.0852 Å for B3LYP, 0.0948 Å
for LSDA, 0.0956 Å for PBEPBE, 0.0822 Å
for CAM-B3LYP, and 0.0819 Å for M06-2X.
The bond lengths predicted by M06-2X
were nearest to the experimental value.
Moreover, the M06-2X method yielded
the best results in the simulation of the
26 Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy

C3-O10 and O22-H23 bond distances. For
C12-Cl24, C6-Cl20, and C15-O10, M06-2X
was superior to B3LYP, PBEPBE, and CAMB3LYP, whereas it was slightly poorer than
LSDA. Moreover, CAM-B3LYP provided
better predictions of C12-C11 and C3-C4
bonds compared with M06-2X.
The mean absolute deviations between the experimental bond distances
and the simulated results are also listed
in Table I, which were 0.0453, 0.0367,
0.0514, 0.0360, and 0.0353 Å for B3LYP,
LSDA, PBEPBE, CAM-B3LYP, and M062X, respectively. Overall, among the five
DFT methods, M06-2X gave the best
performance in bond length prediction
of the title compound.

Geometry Optimization with
M06-2X at Various Basis Sets
The proper choice of basis set has a
significant influence on the geometry
optimization results. Thus, selecting an
optimal basis set is essential in enhancing the accuracy of the DFT simulation,
which can help us to better understand
the properties of the target compound.
Here, we conducted geometry optimization of triclosan using M06-2X with various basis sets. The optimized geometrical parameters and the experimental
ones are listed in Table II.
The O22-H23 distance was 0.8936
Å in the crystal structure of triclosan.
We calculated this distance as 0.9755,
0.9755, 1.0148, 0.9691, and 0.9613 Å by
using the LANL2DZ, SDD, LANL2MB,
6-311G, and 6-311++G(d,p) basis sets,
respectively. The 6-311++G(d,p) basis
set yielded the best results. The C12Cl24 bond distances calculated by the
aforementioned levels of theory were
1.7985, 1.8017, 1.8735, 1.8044, and 1.7428
Å, respectively. Compared with the observed value of 1.7285 Å, the absolute errors were 0.0700, 0.0732, 0.1450, 0.0759,
and 0.0143 Å, respectively. The bond
lengths simulated by 6-311++G(d,p) were
in better agreement with the observed
value than other basis sets. Furthermore,
the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set also performed better in the prediction of the
C6-Cl20 length.
The mean absolute deviations (in
Table II) were 0.0353 Å for LANL2DZ,
0.0361 Å for SDD, 0.0717 Å for LANL2MB, 0.0355 Å for 6-311G, and 0.0201
Å for 6-311++G(d,p). We can conclude
that the 6-311++G(d,p) outperformed
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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TABLE III: Scaled frequencies (cm−1) and infrared intensities (km/mol) calculated for triclosan with various density
functional methods using the LANL2DZ basis set
Mode
No.

Assignmentc

Exp.d

B3LYP

LSDA

CAMB3LYP

PBEPBE

M06-2X

LANL2DZ

Q31

γ(C-H)

810

836(44)

824(51)

826(46)

838(48)

836(51)

Q32

γ(C-H)

824

839(49)

828(17)

830(21)

841(54)

847(52)

Q36

d(CCC)+n(C-Cl)+n(C-O)

909

898(20)

910(55)

899(48)

902(19)

895(17)

Q40

n(C-C)+d(CCH)+n(C-Cl)

1056

1073(52)

1077(129)

1083(53)

1063(89)

1067(108)

Q41

n(C-C)+n(C-Cl)+d(CCH)

1102

1089(62)

1095(24)

1099(85)

1079(40)

1084(26)

Q42

d(CCH)+n(C-C)

1110

1091(56)

1105(47)

1100(39)

1088(48)

1091(45)

Q43

d(CCH)+n(C-C)

1139

1144(44)

1132(31)

1154(39)

1125(40)

1127(38)

Q46

n(C-O)+n(C-C)+d(CH)

1231

1232(291)

1236(6)

1240(283)

1228(171)

1235(95)

Q48

d(CH)+n(C-O)+n(C-C)

1270

1268(234)

1276(158)

1273(165)

1254(82)

1258(78)

Q54

d(CH)+n(C-C)

1471

1456(310)

1474(390)

1463(311)

1449(335)

1456(320)

Q55

d(CH)+n(C-C)

1505

1481(221)

1511(332)

1494(203)

1475(285)

1485(296)

Q66

n(O-H)

3311

3351(62)

3368(76)

3375(52)

3305(78)

3332(89)

15.70

11.42

15.09

16.26

16.30

Mean
absolute
deviation
aScaled

frequencies: all of the modes scaled by the WLS method using eq 1 for B3LYP, eq 2 for LSDA, eq 3 for PBEPBE, eq 4 for CAM-B3LYP, and
eq 5 for M06-2X, respectively.
b Infrared intensities: the value in parentheses. cVibrational modes: n, stretching; δ, in-plane bending; γ, out-of-plane bending. d Exp.:experimental
spectra data from Ref.(8)

TABLE IV: Scaled frequenciesa (cm−1) and infrared intensitiesb (km/mol) calculated for triclosan with LSDA method
using various basis sets
LANL2DZ

SDD

LANL2MB

810

824(51)

824(52)

824

828(17)

828(17)

Mode
No.

Assignmentc

Exp.d

Q31

γ(C-H)

Q32

γ(C-H)

6-311G

6-311++G(d,p)

799(33)

811(39)

813(98)

806(9)

818(39)

815(7)

LSDA

Q36

δ(CCC)+n(C-Cl)+ν(C-O)

909

910(55)

910(56)

898(51)

915(54)

925(40)

Q40

ν(C-C)+δ(CCH)+ν(C-Cl)

1056

1077(129)

1077(129)

1084(37)

1081(56)

1090(38)

Q41

ν(C-C)+ν(C-Cl)+δ(CCH)

1102

1095(24)

1095(25)

1094(28)

1096(82)

1101(54)

Q42

δ(CCH)+ν(C-C)

1110

1105(47)

1105(48)

1100(32)

1100(64)

1113(42)

Q43

δ(CCH)+ν(C-C)

1139

1132(31)

1132(31)

1128(5)

1135(32)

1135(24)

Q46

ν(C-O)+ν(C-C)+δ(CH)

1231

1236(6)

1236(6)

1228(50)

1241(13)

1234(25)

Q48

δ(CH)+ν(C-O)+ν(C-C)

1270

1276(158)

1276(159)

1302(280)

1277(276)

1280(139)

Q54

δ(CH)+ν(C-C)

1471

1474(390)

1474(392)

1465(320)

1472(361)

1471(400)

Q55

δ(CH)+ν(C-C)

1505

1511(332)

1511(335)

1510(168)

1506(263)

1508(331)

Q66

ν(O-H)

3311

3368(76)

3368(75)

3244(18)

3332(72)

3375(190)

11.42

11.50

17.58

8.07

12.43

Mean
absolute
deviation
aScaled

frequencies: all of the modes scaled by the WLS method using eq 2 for LANL2DZ, eq 6 for SDD, eq 7 for LANL2MB, eq 8 for 6-311G, and
eq 9 for 6-311++G(d,p), respectively.
b Infrared intensities: the value in parentheses. cVibrational modes: ν, stretching; δ, in-plane deformation; γ, out-of-plane bending. d Exp.: experimental spectra data from reference (8).

other basis sets in simulating the bond
lengths of triclosan. The 6-311++G(d,p)
28 Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy

basis set was a split valence basis of triple zeta quality; 6-311G was enlarged by

diffuse functions and augmented by the
d-polarization function on heavy atoms
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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Vibrational Spectra Calculated with
Various Methods at LANL2DZ Basis Set
The scaled vibrational frequencies together
with the IR intensities for triclosan computed
with various DFT levels at LANL2DZ basis
set are summarized in Table III. Table III also
lists the vibrational assignments and observed frequencies of this molecule, which
were taken from the literature (8).
A total of 66 vibrational frequencies
can be experimentally observed. We
chose 12 frequencies to analyze because their IR intensities were relatively
stronger. The harmonic frequencies
with weaker intensities were of no significance to our theoretical investigations
of the structural and vibrational spectra
of triclosan.
To date, different scaling procedures
for correcting computed vibrational frequencies have been proposed to reduce
the prediction errors (29–31). These scaling methods demonstrated their capabilities in reproducing vibrational spectra.
However, the transferability of the scaling factors for these methods were not
satisfactory because of the interactions
between the molecule and the surroundings. Determination of the optimal scale
factor is a major issue in the correction
process. The WLS procedure can provide
a good description of the relationship between the scale factor and the calculated
vibrational frequencies (13,14). It has the

IR Spectrum

1,200

D (10-40 esu2 cm2)

and the p-polarization function on hydrogens. The inclusion of polarization
and diffuse functions in basis sets, such
as 6-311++G(d,p), is promising when the
studied system has long-range interactions (for example, hydrogen (O-H…Cl)
and halogen (Cl…O) bonds in the triclosan molecule).
With the exception of C15-O10-C3
and C4-O22-H23, the calculated bond
angles showed an acceptable agreement
with the experimental counterparts, and
the differences were not more than 1.75°.
For C15-O10-C3, the error between the
experimental angles and the computed
ones with M06-2X at various basis sets
ranged from 1.13° to 3.52°. For C4-O22H23, the calculated values differed with
the experimental value by 0.97°–5.45°.

4,000

Frequency (cm-1)

FIGURE 5: Theoretical frequencies (no scale) and IR intensities calculated with
B3LYP, LSDA, PBEPBE, CAM-B3LYP, and M06-2X methods using the LANL2DZ
basis set for triclosan. Note the abscissa (x-axis) is in wavenumbers (cm -1).

advantage of simplicity and efficacy and
thus was employed in the present study.
A scatter diagram of the ratios of the
experimental harmonic frequencies to
the calculated ones, f(exp)/f(calc), against
f(calc), with various functionals, is illustrated
in Figure 3.
The correlations between f(exp)/f(calc)
and f(calc) for B3LYP, LSDA, PBEPBE, CAMB3LYP, and M06-2X could be obtained
from Figure 3, which were as follows:
f (exp) / f (calc) = 1.0142 – 0.00003 × f (calc)
[1]

f (exp) / f (calc) = 1.0396 – 0.00003 × f (calc)
[2]
f (exp) / f (calc) = 1.0485 – 0.00003 × f (calc)
[3]
f (exp) / f (calc) = 0.9900 – 0.00003 × f (calc)
[4]
f (exp) / f (calc) = 0.9948 – 0.00003 × f (calc)
[5]
where f(exp)/f(calc) is exactly the scale
factor. As can be seen from the above
formulas, there would be a corresponding scaling factor for each calculated
harmonic frequency. Thus, the number
Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy 29
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FIGURE 6: Correlation between the ratios of the experimental frequencies
to the unscaled calculated harmonic frequencies, f(exp)/f(calc), and the unscaled calculated harmonic frequencies with LSDA method at various basis
sets for triclosan.
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FIGURE 7: Plot of the ratios of the experimental frequencies to the WLSscaled calculated harmonic frequencies, f(exp)/f WLS (calc), against the WLSscaled calculated harmonic frequencies with LSDA method at different basis
sets for triclosan.

of scale factors was the same as that of
the calculated frequencies, which was
the major difference between WLS and
other correction methods. Subsequently,
the calculated frequencies are multiplied
by their corresponding scaling factors to
obtain the WLS-scaled frequencies. To
obtain a more intuitive understanding of
the effect of scaling factors on the vibrational frequencies, the ratios of the experimental frequencies to the WLS-scaled calculated frequencies, f(exp)/fWLS(calc), for
five different DFT methods were plotted
against fWLS(calc) in Figure 4. Comparing
the values of f(exp)/fWLS(calc) within the
30 Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy

range of 0.97–1.02 with the f(exp)/f(calc)
values within the range of 0.85–1.05 in
Figure 3, we could conclude that all of
the calculated frequencies obtained
good correction regardless of theory
level, especially for the n(O-H) frequency.
The red dashed line in Figure 4 represents
the ideal results: the closer the points are
to this, the better the DFT method is. As
can be seen, the calculated frequencies
(scaled) with LSDA showed better agreement with the experimental value.
The vibrational spectra of triclosan
calculated with B3LYP, LSDA, PBEPBE,
CAM-B3LYP, and M06-2X using the LAN-

L2DZ basis set are presented in Figure 5.
The strong absorption bands at 1471 and
1505 cm−1 in the experimental spectra are attributed to the combinations
of C-H in-plane bending and C-C
stretching. The calculated vibrational
frequencies with the above methods
were 1502 and 1530, 1481 and 1520,
1456 and 1488, 1535 and 1564, and
1535 and 1567 cm −1, respec tively.
With the application of WLS, the
values were 1456 and 1481, 1474 and
1511, 1463 and 1494, 1449 and 1475,
and 1456 and 1485 cm−1, respectively.
Apparently, the theoretical frequencies calculated by LSDA matched
better with the observed value. Additionally, for C-H out-of-plane bending
and C-Cl stretching vibration modes,
LSDA was superior to other methods
in the prediction of the vibrational
frequencies.
The values of mean absolute deviations for B3LYP, LSDA, PBEPBE,
CAM-B3LYP, and M06-2X were 15.70,
11.42, 15.09, 16.26, and 16.30 cm −1,
respectively (Table III). Remarkably,
LSDA performed the best for vibrational frequency calculation of triclosan, and its mean absolute deviation
value was much smaller than those of
other methods.
Vibrational Spectra Calculated with
LSDA Method at Various Basis Sets
The scaled frequencies together with the
relative IR intensities for triclosan calculated with LSDA using various basis sets,
the vibrational band assignments, and
the experimental harmonic frequencies
of the title molecule taken from reference (8) are listed in Table IV.
A scatter diagram of the values of
f(exp)/f(calc) against the f(calc) with
various levels of theory is illustrated in
Figure 6.
On the basis of the figure, we could
derive the relationship between f(exp)/
f(calc) and f(calc) at LANL2DZ, SDD, LANL2MB, 6-311G, and 6-311++G(d,p) basis
sets as follows:
f (exp) / f (calc) = 1.0396 – 0.00003 × f (calc)
[6]
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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As can be observed, a one-to-one
correspondence existed bet ween
the calculated vibrational frequencies and the scale factors. The number of scale factors was equal to that
of the calculated frequencies in the
WLS procedure. To fur ther investigate the ef fec tiveness of dif ferent
basis sets in simulating vibrational
spec tra of triclosan, a scatter plot
of the values for f (exp)/f WLS(calc)
with various basis sets against the
fWLS(calc) is shown in Figure 7. The
comparison between Figures 6 and
7 revealed that all the calculated frequencies through WLS scaling process have better agreement with the
observed frequencies than the unscaled calculated ones. Among the
five basis sets sur veyed here, data
points yielded by 6-311G were more
closely distributed at the red dashed
line, indicating that the 6-311G performed better in the predic tion of
vibrational frequencies of triclosan.
Figure 8 shows the calculated vibrational spectra of triclosan using LSDA
at various basis sets. Most of the phenols produced OH stretching vibration mode in the region of 3390 ± 70
cm−1 after a chlorine atom attached
to phenol OH (hydroxyl group) (32).
In the case of triclosan, the broad IR
band observed at 3311 cm−1 is assigned
to n(O-H) (hydroxyl group). The calculated vibrational frequencies with LANL2DZ, SDD, LANL2MB, 6-311G, and
6-311++G(d,p) were 3617, 3617, 3679,
3597, and 3727 cm−1, respectively. With
the application of WLS, the values were
3368, 3368, 3244, 3332, and 3375 cm−1,
respectively. The theoretical frequencies calculated by the LSDA/6-311G
level matched better with the observed
value. For the combination band of C-H

IR Spectrum
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400
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D (10-40 esu2 cm2)

f (exp) / f (calc) = 1.0398 – 0.00003 × f (calc)
[7]
f (exp) / f (calc) = 0.9920 – 0.00003 × f (calc)
[8]
f (exp) / f (calc) = 1.0342 – 0.00003 × f (calc)
[9]
f (exp) / f (calc) = 1.0547 – 0.00004 × f (calc)
[10]

0
4,000

Frequency (cm-1)

FIGURE 8: Theoretical frequencies (no scale) and IR intensities calculated with
the LSDA method using LANL2DZ, SDD, LANL2MB, 6-311G, and 6-311++G(d,p)
basis sets for triclosan. Note the abscissa (x-axis) is in wavenumbers (cm -1).

in-plane bending and C-C stretching
that appeared at 1505 cm−1, the calculated values with LANL2DZ, SDD, LANL2MB, 6-311G, and 6-311++G(d,p) were
1511, 1511, 1510, 1506, and 1508 cm−1
(scaled), respectively. In addition, the
mean absolute deviations were 11.42,
11.50, 17.58, 8.07, and 12.43 cm−1 for
LANL2DZ, SDD, LANL2MB, 6-311G,
and 6-311++G(d,p), respectively. The
LSDA/6-311G level gave the best performance for predicting the vibrational
spectra of triclosan.
Conclusion
In this study, the performances of different DFT methods, including B3LYP, LSDA,
PBEPBE, CAM-B3LYP, and M06-2X, with
various basis sets for predicting the geo-

metrical and vibrational parameters of triclosan were compared and investigated.
Overall, the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) level
showed optimal performance in predicting the geometric bond lengths and
bond angles of triclosan. Furthermore, a
comparison between the observed vibrational frequencies and calculated values
revealed that LSDA/6-311G was the best
theory level to simulate the vibrational
spectra of triclosan. This study provided
a basis for the investigation of the environmental migration characteristics and
toxicological effects of triclosan.
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Detection of Early Bruises in
Honey Peaches Using Shortwave
Infrared Hyperspectral Imaging
Xiong Li, Yande Liu, Yunjuan Yan, and Guantian Wang

Honey peaches can bruise during harvesting, handling, storage, transportation,
and distribution. In this study, the spectral
range used was 400–1100 nm, and we extracted the RGB and HSI color space characteristics of the images. After principal
component analysis (PCA) of the original
data, the gray histogram features of the
PC1 images were extracted. Partial least
squares qualitative discriminant analysis
(PLS-DA) and extreme learning machine
(ELM) discriminant models were established. Among the 38 color features, the
PLS-DA and ELM models had a high rate
of misclassification, and the best classification accuracy was 74.29%. When extracting the spectral information of the bruised
sample to build the model, the highest
classification accuracy was 92.86% for
the 176 characteristic wavelength points
of the full band. In contrast, only 40 wavelength bands were used after selecting
the genetic algorithm’s valid information.
The classification accuracy of the PLS-DA
model was 100%, which is because the
softening and browning of the peach was
not apparent after early bruising. However, the changes in the tissue’s thermal
properties caused by internal defects are
expressed in the internal spectrum. Therefore, the shortwave NIR hyperspectral imaging technique’s spectral information can
detect the early bruising of peaches.
www.spectroscopyonline.com

H

oney peaches are one of the
most critical economic fruits in the
world. China has the largest peach
plant area and the largest production scale
compared to other countries such as Italy,
Greece, Spain, and the United States (1).
From a nutritional perspective, honey
peaches are a good source of dietary
fiber, vitamin B, vitamin C, carbohydrates,
minerals, organic acids, folic acid, and dietary antioxidants. The protein content of
honey peaches is twice that of apples and
grapes and seven times higher than pears.
The iron content is three times higher than
apples and five times higher than pears (2).
The presence of bruise defects is one of
the most influential factors in the quality
and price of a honey peach. In general, customers pick up a honey peach and judge
its quality by external attributes such as
shape, color, and size. A moderate amount
of bruising often deters consumers from
purchasing a peach, which can lead to
postharvest loss and an overall decrease
in profits across the industry. Moreover,
honey peaches affected by bruises will
tend to ferment, decay, and infect other
non-bruised peaches after damage. However, naked eye observations are limited in
evaluating peach bruising. Moreover, efficiency and accuracy would be significantly
reduced after continuous manual inspection. Therefore, it is essential to develop a

rapid, non-contact detection technique to
identify the honey peach bruising and determine its bruise degree. By sorting honey
peaches following their bruise degrees, it
would result in higher quality peaches hitting the market, which means better prices
and less food waste, increasing profits (3,4).
Hyperspectral imaging is an emerging
technique in recent years that can provide
both spatial and spectral information. During hyperspectral imaging analysis, the
spectra are used as a fingerprint to identify and measure the vibration in energy
absorption that depends on the sample’s
chemical composition and moisture content. In general, machine vision technology based on a red, green, and blue (RGB)
color camera is more effective for detecting those bruises (5). Hyperspectral imaging also has potential in detecting bruises
in various fruits, including peaches. Hyperspectral imaging integrates conventional
imaging and spectroscopy to provide
both the spatial and spectral information
of an object. Each hyperspectral image
contains a large amount of information
that can be analyzed to characterize the
object more reliably than the traditional
machine vision technology (6–10). A few
characteristic wavelength images could
be selected to develop rapid multispectral imaging systems for fast bruise detection. It is advanced and efficient to
Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy 33
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FIGURE 1: Picture of the experimental sample.

detect non-obvious bruises of samples
and assess internal attributes of fruits.
Keresztes and others used hyperspectral imaging to detect the varieties and
bruises of apples, and the correct rate of
the classification of varieties and bruises
reached 96% and 90.1%, respectively (11).
Lopez-Maestresalas and others studied
potato bruises in the visible-near-infrared
(vis-NIR) and shortwave NIR wavelength
ranges, with a classification accuracy rate
of 98.56%, showing that early bruises can
be detected on food items (12). Vetrekar
and others verified the feasibility of nondestructive testing of apple, heart fruit,
and guava fruit bruises in the wavelength
range of 400–1000 nm (13). Zhang Baohua and others used hyperspectral imaging combined with the minimum noise
separation algorithm (MNF) to detect
minor bruises with an accuracy rate of
97.1% (14). Wu Longguo and others used
hyperspectral imaging to study the various defects of Lingwu Changzao jujubes
and insect eyes, and the accuracy rate of
various defects reached more than 86%
(15). Jiangbo Li and others used longwave
and shortwave NIR hyperspectroscopy
combined with an improved watershed
algorithm to analyze early peach bruising and obtained excellent results, laying
a foundation for the study of early peach
bruising (16). These reports show that NIR
hyperspectral imaging combined with the
appropriate detection algorithms can effectively identify bruised fruit.
Partial least squares (PLS) regression
is the most widely used algorithm in the
34 Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy

process of solving the linear relationship
between hyperspectral imaging and target data (17). Extreme learning machine
(ELM) has many unique advantages in
solving small sample, nonlinear, and highdimensional pattern recognition. ELM
has a reduced computational complexity
(18). Variable selection is another critical
factor affecting the accuracy of a prediction model. To improve the accuracy
and robustness of the prediction model,
the compensation model of biological
or environment variability was built with
variable selection tactics. The selection
of characteristic wavelength can eliminate
the collinearity, redundancy, and noise in
the full wavelength spectrum, thus improving the prediction accuracy, which involves many variable selection algorithms.
However, the results obtained from different variable selection algorithms are
usually different because of their varied
principles and applications (19,20).
The accuracy of fruit bruise detection
is influenced by many factors, such as the
variety of bruises, location, severity, fruit
variety, and storage time. Some can be
detected directly by image segmentation,
but some of the minor bruises cannot be
observed by machine vision technology. It
is necessary to analyze the mechanism of
fruit bruising, taking into account changes
in the internal spectrum of the fruit in question. In previous studies, it has been suggested that shortwave NIR is sufficient to
distinguish the early bruising of peaches
(21). This study started with using simplified
equipment. It only used the hyperspectral

shortwave camera to collect sample information and further analyze the results
(22,23). The aims of this study were to: 1) extract the characteristics of the image of the
sample, including the RGB, HSI color characteristics, and gray histogram statistical
characteristics of the model; 2) compare
the spectral features of sound peaches
and bruised peaches, and mechanically
find out the differences between sound
peaches and bruised peaches; 3) compare
the six detection results produced by the
two algorithms using image feature information, full-band spectral information, and
the influential band of the spectra selected
by the genetic algorithm (GA) as input values of the prediction model, respectively;
and 4) draw conclusions for distinguishing
bruised peaches from uninjured tissues
and provide a theoretical basis for online
fruit bruise detection.
Materials and Methods
Sample Preparation
and Bruise Treatment
The experimental sample selected in this
study was the honey peach, and the peach
variety was Yangshan. Figure 1 shows a
picture of the experimental sample. To
prevent other factors from affecting the
experimental results, the samples’ size and
weight remained identical. The equatorial
diameter of the honey peach was 80 ± 5
mm; all models were carefully selected
before the experiment to ensure that the
samples’ appearance was free from defects
and damages. The bruised parts were chosen near the equator of the honey peach.
The number of experimental models was
210, of which 120 were injured and 90 were
undamaged. A steel ball was used to obtain the bump sample and form a bruise.
The mass of the steel ball was 33 g, the diameter of the steel ball was 20 mm, and it
was placed 160 mm above the surface of
the honey peach. Then, the free-fall motion
was performed, and a bump sample was
formed by hitting the equator of the honey
peach. Finally, the 210 pieces were placed in
an environment with a room temperature of
24 °C and relative humidity of 65%, and the
image was collected 1 h later. The purpose
of standing for 1 h was to keep the sample
temperature consistent with the ambient
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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temperature. Figure 2 shows a schematic
diagram of the simulated impact (16).
The left of Figure 1 shows the intact
sample, and the right shows the slight bump
in the piece. The total number of samples
is 140, 70 samples are used for modeling
and the remaining 70 samples are used to
validate the model. The number of pieces
in the prediction set was used to evaluate
the model.
Hyperspectral Imaging System
and Data Acquisition
The hyperspectral imaging system included
a light source, an imaging spectrometer, a
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, a
lens, a displacement platform, a controller,
a dark box, and a computer. The spectral
resolution was 2.8 nm, and the spectral
range was from 380 to 1080 nm. As shown in
Figure 3, a schematic diagram of the structure of the hyperspectral imaging system is
shown. The camera exposure time was 20
ms, the interval of spectral radiation energy
was approximately 2.4 nm; the platform
travel speed was approximately 15 mm/s.
Because the image acquisition process was
susceptible to the effects of ambient light,
the entire imaging system was placed in a
confined space to eliminate the influence of
ambient light, which prevented the effects
of natural light and improved the quality of
the acquired data.
Because of the spatial intensity change of
the halogen lamp on the acquisition plane,
a dark current also existed in the CCD camera. These factors interfered with specific
wavebands and affected the quality of the
image. Therefore, before data processing,
the data needed to be corrected in black
and white. The calibration process was completed on the SpecView software. First, the
lens was aimed at the whiteboard before
the whiteboard button was clicked to collect the whiteboard image and background
information. To prevent the lens from rotating and causing the focal length to change,
the lens was held sideways to screw on the
lens cover. Once that step was completed,
the blackboard button was clicked to collect
the blackboard image. The black and white
correction was based on equation [1] below:
I xy (l ) =

Rxy (l ) - Rdark (l )
Rwhite (l ) - Rdark (l )
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n

å

l

= å( xi - m)( xi - m)T
l

[1]
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FIGURE 2: Schematic diagram of the bruise simulation.
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FIGURE 3: Diagram of the hyperspectral imaging system.

In equation [1], Rxy(λ) is the raw image
data; Rdark(λ) is the all black calibrated
image data; Rwhite(λ) is the all white calibrated image data; and Ixy(λ) is the black
and white corrected image data (24,25).
Data Processing and Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal component analysis (PCA)
enhances the information content of
hyperspectral images and has the advantages of isolating noisy signals and
reducing the dimensionality of the data.
It is possible to comprise previously redundant information into mutually irrelevant data, while at the same time
replacing all of the spectral information
with less information in a practical sense.
The algorithm works on the following
[1]

principle: suppose a given training data
set contains N samples X, XєRn, X is for
each sample: X1 = [xl1, xl2,…, xln]TєRn. The
Rxy (l ) - Rdark (l )
I xy (l )value
=
mean
m and the covariance
Rwhite (of
l ) -XRis
dark (l )
[1]
matrix of the training set is as follows:
n

å
l1

I xy (l ) =

= å( xi - m)( xi - m)T

[2]

l

Rxy (l ) - Rdark (l )

R× (0l ) - Rof(lΣ
) represents the
The eigenvalue
[1] dis， l1 ³ l2 ³ ... ³ ln
Ù=
0
×
tribution variance of the sample on the
eigenvector.å =lnå( x - m)( x - m)
[2)
white
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n

i

l

i

T

l1
Ù=

× 0
Y
0 × l

= Q，T X
l1 ³ l2 ³ ... ³ ln

[4]

[3]
[3]

ln

X = TP + E

[5]

Select d eigenvectors
of Σ and[4]sort them
Y =Q X
Y = UQto
+ Fthe eigenvalues. The[6]
according
dimensionality
feature subspace
is
U X= TB
= reduction
TP + E
[5] [7]
expressed
as
YєRd,d<<n:
[6]
Y
=
UQ
+
F
[8]
Y = UQ + F
l

T

U = TB

[7]

Y = UQ + F

[8]
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PEER-REVIEWED RESEARCH

Results and Discussion
Overview of Spectra and Images
To ensure that the spectra of the pieces
were chosen to be representative and to
prevent the scopes of individual pixels
from differing significantly from the overall
range of the sample, the spectral features
of the pieces chosen were the average
spectrum of the region of interest. After
reading the sample image, a rectangular
area of interest was selected. The number
of pixels in the selected region of interest
was 100, and the average spectrum of the
100 pixels was calculated.
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the
reflection spectra of the bruised and the
sound (unbruised) sample. The abscissa is
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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Spectral Feature Extraction
The sample spectral feature extraction
was performed with the envi4.5 software to ensure that the selected sample
spectrum was representative, prevented
the single-pixel point spectrum from the
overall spectral difference of the sample,
and failed to express the correct information of the model. The sample spectral feature was considered the average range of the area of interest. After
reading the sample image, the region
of interest (ROI) in the rectangular area
was selected. The image data obtained
by hyperspectroscopy is a “three-dimensional (3D) data block,” in which X
and Y represent two-dimensional plane
pixel information coordinates. The third
dimension is the wavelength information
coordinate axis. The number of pixels in
the region of interest was selected to be
100, and the average spectrum of 100
pixels was calculated. Figure 5 shows
the ROI schematic diagram of the area
chosen and the ROI selection process.
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FIGURE 6: Spectral comparison of damage and intact samples.

the wavelength range of the spectrum, and
the ordinate is the reflectivity. The image of
the bruised piece at the wavelength of 810
nm was extracted, and the pseudo-color
image was processed. Figure 6 contains the
single-wavelength point’s grayscale image
and the pseudo-color image of the bruised
sample. One of the gray values increased
gradually from blue to red because of the
influence of the wild peach surface radian.
The edge of gray value was lower than that
near the middle of the room, which means
that it is difficult to segment the damaged
area, so only using single wavelength point
of an image is difficult in identifying mild
bruising (35,36).
The average spectra of the bruised
and normal regions of yellow peaches
were extracted, and comparative analysis
revealed that the waveforms of the two
spectra had similarities, with absorption

peaks at 714 nm, 815 nm, and 970 nm. This
may be caused by the second overtone of
the C-H functional group (37). The absorption peaks appearing at 815 nm and 970
nm wavelength points may be caused by
the O-H and N-H functional groups. The
spectral differences between the bruised
and normal regions of yellow peaches are
also related to differences in moisture content and other organic molecules (38–40).
A scatter plot of the classification of
bruised and sound peach data is shown
in Figure 7. Black dots indicated a good
peach, and the red dots indicated the
bruised peach. The results show that
there was clustering between the sound
and bruised samples. It can be observed
in the Figure 7 that the clustering phenomenon occurs between good peaches and
bruised pieces. This phenomenon indicated that differences in the internal physiAdvances in Infrared Spectroscopy 37
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ological parameters between post-bruise
and sound samples could be detected
spectroscopically or graphically. However,
there is a partial crossover between postbruise data and sound peach data, which
makes it somewhat difficult to distinguish
between grades and, as a result, requires
further data analysis.
PCA in Wavelength Ranges
Using the shortwave NIR wavelength range
(400–1100 nm), the peach bruises on the
early samples were obtained by PCA. The
high spectral reflection image of the first
five images, as shown in Figure 8, represent the real PC images, to make the exact
comparison of the different PC image corresponding to the pseudocolor images. As
a general note, the original without the hyperspectral image change contains more
information than the PC images, so the PC
images have a certain degree of distortion
38 Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy

and cannot keep the characteristics of the
original image. As shown in Figure 8, the
PC2 and PC4 images reveal no useful information. However, PC3 and PC5 show
the bruised image contrast between the
intact and damage tissue better; on the
downside though, PC3 and PC5 contain
segmentation errors because of the excessive area. PC3 also has a “false positive”
error. Although PC1 is fuzzy, it retains the
information that the image needs to be
expressed. Therefore, the PC1 image was
selected for the feature extraction.
Image Feature Extraction
The main image features commonly used
are color features, texture features, shape
features, and spatial relationship features.
The image features in this study refer to
the color features of an image. After the
fruit is bruised, the bruised area gradually changes color over time, becoming

darker, and finally, black. Therefore, of all
the image features, the color features are
better suited to characterize the changes
in the surface of the fruit after a bruise. Because of the change in color after a bruise,
this change can be represented in the
grayscale histogram of the image. In this
study, color and gray histogram statistical
features were chosen to characterize the
sample image after bruising. The grayscale
histogram statistical features refer to the
occurrence times of corresponding pixel
points in each cell of the grayscale image.
The grayscale value range of the grayscale
image was 0–255, and the interval selected
in this study was eight. The interval range
of 0–255 was divided into 32 cells, and the
occurrence times of the corresponding
pixel points in each cell were counted. It is
important to note that in the gray-scale histogram of a multispectral, not all PCs have
the same contrast (for example, in PC3, the
sound and bruised areas have similar gray
levels, so if the damaged areas with higher
gray values are successfully segmented
based on the PC3 images, this will result in
a large number of sound tissues with lower
gray values being misclassified).
As shown in Figure 9, the gray histogram
of the PC1 image was extracted; the gray
histogram was also an essential feature
of the image, reflecting the relationship
between the frequency of each gray level
pixel and the gray level of an image. The
abscissa was the interval number, which
was divided into 32. As the interval number
increased, the color components became
lighter, and the smaller the interval value
was, the darker the color was. The ordinate
is the number of pixels. Figure 9 shows the
bruising, sound, and transfer area. The
larger the bruising size is and the higher
the pixel point is, the more sensitive the
bruising is in image statistics.
Early Bruise Analysis of Peach with
Hyperspectral Image Information
In this study, two color features, RGB and
HSI, and 32 features from the sample’s
grayscale histogram statistics, were extracted. The RGB color space is comprised
of red, green, and blue components. In the
RGB color space, the color of arbitrary F
can use the following formula:
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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Figure 9: Gray histogram statistical feature extraction process.
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A total of 38 valid features were input,
and the average values of the three channel
components of each color space, IR, IG, IB,
IH, IS, and II, were selected for modelling. All
color features needed to be synchronized
prior to building the detection model to reduce differences between the inputs. With
38 color features as the inputs, the bruised
peaches set to 1, and the good peaches
set to 0, there were 70 ones and 140 zeros
in the total data. A regression model with
qualitative discrimination between a matrix
of 210 multiplied by 38 and 210 set values,
which in turn contained the PLS and ELM
models. Of the 210 samples, 140 of them
were randomly selected as the modeling
set. The remaining 70 pieces were used as
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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TABLE I: Identification of areas of early bruising in peach based on hyperspectral image information
Methods
PLS-DA
ELM
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72.86
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the prediction set. Table I shows the early ELM
! model. The RMSEC root mean square
bruise area discrimination results for honey error of the modeling set (which was PLS/" # ! " ! + " # + !!. - ,
peaches based on the hyperspectral
coefficient
# = 012 !)*water DA) was 0.4711, the correlation
+
" # ! "of
! , the
+ "#
! !!" # set
! !was
! 0.3122, the RMSEP
image information, with a lower false posimodeling
! "The
"
tive rate that indicates a better model.
of the prediction set was 0.4718, and the
& = *#(34!# ! >"
PLS discriminant model results show that
correlation coefficient of! !the prediction set
(
'
$%&"
#
#
"
# !! 0.2880.
18 prediction sets were misclassified with a was
% = )!
classification accuracy of 74.29%. The#ELM
+ " + ! Spectral features in the 400–1100 nm
discriminant model for the
$ =hardlim
" # + "func+ !! wavelength range contain 176 charactertion had 26 misjudgments and only 62.86% istic wavelength points to better predict
! ! ! ! !had
! ! !22
! ! ! ! !honey
! ! ! ! !peach
! ! ! ! ! bruising
:=H<! early on. The genetic
were correct, the sigmoidal function
misjudgments,the correct rate of classificaalgorithm (GA) has a unique advantage
'
tion is 68.57%, and the sine function was in choosing its useful spectral bands, as
only 72.86% accurate for classification.
shown
in Figure 11. GA selected the ad'
Figure 10 shows the effect diagram of
equate information of spectra, with a total
image feature modeling: the red repreof' 40 useful wavelength points: 120, 81, 24,
sents the modeling set, and the blue rep- 30, 83, 175, 32, 80, 82, 84, 23, 119, 121, 85,
'
resents the prediction set. The threshold T 102, 31, 79, 25, 11, 101, 122, 22, 174, 12, 76,
was set at 0.5. When the value was less than 118,
' 74, 77, 18, 21, 28, 143, 29, 124, 33, 78, 86,
0.5, it was judged as a sound honey peach;
103, and 104.
' As shown in Table II, the early discrimiwhen the value was more significant than
0.5, it was regarded as a bruised honey
nant model for honey peach bruising
peach. The PLS-DA model established was based on spectral information. The
has a better classification effect than the
model input information included fullAdvances in Infrared Spectroscopy 39
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!
!

set RMSEP of 0.1357, and a predicted set correlation coefficient (rp) of 0.928. The results
for the PLS model is shown in Figure 12.
Figure 13 shows the predicted regression coefficients at different times after the
bruising of the caper. The greater the weight
of the spectral variables in the quantitative
PLS model, the greater the regression coefficients. The greater the regression coefficient corresponding to the spectral variable,
the more significant the contribution of the
sample information to the model prediction.
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Conclusion
This study demonstrated the high potential
of hyperspectral imaging coupled with multivariate analysis to determine honey peach
bruising. The PLS-DA regression model and
the ELM regression model were used to
establish the honey peach microjudgment
discrimination model. In this study, based
on the analysis of internal spectral features
and external color features of bruised honey
peach, the PLS-DA algorithm and ELM algorithm were used to establish the peach’s
slight bruising discrimination model. The
highest classification accuracy of color
features was only 74.29%. In the spectral information analysis of the honey peach collision, the GA was used to virtually screen
176 spectral features. The PLS-DA model
established based on the spectral all-band
information was superior to the ELM model.
After the GA selected 40 useful variables,
there was no wrong number of samples in
70 prediction sets, and the classification accuracy was 100%. RMSEP was 0.1357, and
the rp was 0.928. The spectral information
and image information were used as model
inputs separately, and the model built by
the spectral information was better than
the image information. The reason may be
because the softening and browning of internal tissues are not obvious after bruising
of yellow peaches, and it is difficult to distinguish them in terms of appearance and
color. The high accuracy of spectral information discrimination may be that the changes
in thermal tissue characteristics caused by
internal defects and physiological disorders
are expressed through internal spectra. According to the spectral information, when
the honey peach was slightly injured, the
honey peach can still achieve its highest
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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TABLE II: Early bruise area discrimination results for peach based on hyperspectral spectral information
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Specific Recognition Technology
of Infrared Absorption Spectra
Based on Continuous
Wavelet Decomposition
Yongbo Yu, Houfei Shang, Zhenhui Du, Nan Gao,
Jinyi Li, Zhaozong Meng, and Zonghua Zhang

Because infrared (IR) absorption spectroscopy technology can offer high
sensitivity and strong anti-interference
capabilities, it is widely used in gas detection. To solve the problem of spectrum
line aliasing in gas detection, this study
examined the application of IR absorption
spectroscopy technology based on timefrequency analysis in component identification. The second derivative spectrum
of the IR absorption spectroscopy was
processed by continuous wavelet transform to obtain the time-frequency characteristic matrix. The appropriate scale
range was selected through the variance
of wavelet coefficients. The correlation
analysis of time and frequency on the
time-frequency characteristic matrix
was used for component identification.
The experimental results showed that the
correlation analysis of the time dimension
can extract the characteristic absorption
position of the gas to be measured in the
gas mixture. The frequency correlation
analysis at the characteristic absorption
position can improve the recognition
accuracy compared with the frequency
correlation analysis in the entire spectral interval. The research in this article
provides new ideas for the quantitative
detection of gases.

42 Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy

I

nfrared (IR) absorption spectroscopy technology is an analysis
method that has developed rapidly in
recent years. Because of the advantages
of non-contact, fast response, and high
accuracy, especially in chemical composition analysis and gas mixture identification, it is widely used. Currently, the
quantitative detection methods of IR absorption spectroscopy include techniques
such as surface-enhanced IR absorption
(SEIRA) spectroscopy (1,2), Fourier transform IR (FT-IR) spectroscopy (3), and cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) (4).
The most commonly used pretreatment
method in spectral quantitative analysis is
derivative spectroscopy. Derivative spectroscopy can not only distinguish aliasing
peaks to a certain extent, but it can also
eliminate the influence of baseline drift.
Therefore, it can improve the resolution
of the spectrum. The second derivative
spectrum can remove some of the highfrequency noise and mutual interference
between components (5). This study applied the second derivative spectrum to
qualitative analysis.
Many scientific research teams have
done a lot of feasibility studies in the identification of spectral components and
have achieved important results. Wang
and others (6) studied the simulation and
analysis of the second harmonic signal in

tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) technology to provide a reference for subsequent gas detection experiments. Zhu and others (7) proposed a
sparse non-negative least squares (SNNLS)
algorithm for the qualitative analysis of mixtures in Raman spectroscopy. When the
characteristic peaks of the components in
the mixture are few and the concentration
is low, or when the mixture constructed by
different components has similar Raman
spectral characteristics, there is a problem
that the component characteristics are difficult to fully mine and the performance is
reduced. Li and others (8) proposed to use
continuous wavelet transform to improve
the resolution of peaks, which inputted
the initial parameters into the curve fitting
to get a better fitting effect. Therefore,
the accuracy of gas mixture component
identification is improved by analyzing IR
absorption spectroscopy.
The IR absorption spectrum reflects
the relationship between the wavenumber and absorbance. On the microscopic
level, the molecular absorption spectrum is reflected in the transition of the
molecule from a lower energy level to a
higher energy level. On the macroscopic
level, the intensity of the transmitted
light becomes weaker. From the perspective of signal analysis, the signal can
be analyzed in the time dimension and
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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frequency dimension to express various
spectral information (9).
The signal is analyzed in time dimension and frequency dimension through
continuous wavelet transform. Although
Fourier transform has become the most
common tool in signal processing, it cannot determine the specific moment when
a certain frequency component occurs.
Short-time Fourier transform (STFT) (10)
can determine the frequency of the time
interval through a windowing method and
obtain the time-frequency characteristics
of the signal. Because the time window
of this method is fixed, it is difficult to obtain better frequency and time resolution
for some signals with faster frequency
changes. Wavelet transform has developed rapidly because of its multi-resolution characteristics.
To solve the problem of spectral aliasing and establish a more accurate component identification method, this study
examined IR absorption spectroscopy
technology. The time-frequency characteristic matrix was obtained by performing continuous wavelet transform on the
second derivative spectrum of the IR absorption spectrum. The time-frequency
characteristic matrix was analyzed with
the variance of wavelet coefficients to
obtain a suitable scale range. The characteristic absorption position of the gas
to be measured in the gas mixture was
obtained through correlation analysis of
the time-frequency characteristic matrices in the time dimension. The correlation
analysis of the frequency dimension was
performed at the characteristic absorption position, which improved the identification accuracy. The simulation process
analyzes the component identification
method based on the morphological
characteristics of the derivative spectrum.
Finally, the gas detection experiment was
carried out, which verified the effectiveness of IR absorption spectroscopy technology for the component identification
method of the gas mixture.

medium with light path L, the gas molecules absorbs part of the light energy. The
transmitted intensity I(ν) and the incident
light intensity I0 (ν) satisfy the LambertBeer law (11):

Basic Principles
Lambert-Beer Law
When a beam of monochromatic light
with frequency ν passes through a gas

Spectral Component
Identification Research
In spectral line analysis, there is often the
problem of spectral line aliasing of differ-

www.spectroscopyonline.com

I(v)=I0(v)exp(-α(v)CL)

[1]

where α (cm-1) is the absorption coefficient
(12); C (mol·cm-3) is the concentration of
the gas to be measured; and L (cm) is the
optical path length of the sample cell.
The absorption coefficient (α)can be
expressed by the following formula:
a(v) = PXgSiΦi(v)

ent components, which increases the difficulty of spectrum analysis. In response
to this problem, this section studied IR
absorption spectroscopy technology
based on time-frequency analysis. The
time-frequency characteristic matrix with
a suitable scale was obtained through the
variance of wavelet coefficients, and it
was analyzed for the correlation between
time and frequency. Through the correlation analysis of the frequency dimension
at the characteristic absorption position,
the identification threshold was obtained,
and the component identification of the
gas mixture was completed.

[2]

where P (atm) is the pressure of the gas
to be measured; Xg is the mole fraction
of gas in the sample; and Si (cm-2/atm) is
the linear intensity of the spectrum, which
is only related to temperature. Φi(ν) (cm) is
the linear function; it represents the shape
of the absorption spectrum of the gas to
be measured (13–15), which is related to
the temperature, pressure, type, and content of each component of the gas to be
measured.
Wavelet Transform
As a signal time-frequency analysis
method, the wavelet transform breaks
through the defect that Fouirer analysis
does not have any resolution in the time
domain. Wavelet transform has good
localization properties in both time and
frequency domains, and it can analyze the
signal in the specified frequency range
and periods at any scale, so it can focus
on any details of the object (16).
Wavelet transform includes continuous
wavelet transform and discrete wavelet
transform. Continuous wavelet transform
has the characteristic of multi-resolution
analysis, which can analyze wavelength
and spatial frequency at the same time.
Therefore, continuous wavelet transform
is used in the time-frequency analysis of
non-stationary signals.

Time-Frequency Characteristic
Matrix Analysis
Continuous wavelet transform was performed on the second derivative spectrum, and the time-frequency characteristic matrix of the spectrum was analyzed
from both time and frequency to realize
the component identification of the gas
mixture. To verify the accuracy of the proposed component identification method,
the absorption spectra of methane and
nitrogen dioxide with wavenumbers of
2900–2935 cm-1 in the Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL) spectral library
were selected as the simulation basis, and
a group of gas mixtures only containing
methane and nitrogen dioxide was constructed. Among them, the concentration
ratio of methane in the gas mixture was
0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%.
This paper uses the direct difference
method (17) to obtain the second derivative spectra of methane, nitrogen dioxide, and the gas mixture with methane
concentration ratio of 60%.The second
derivative spectrum is shown in Figure 1.
Continuous wavelet transform was
used to process the second derivative
spectrum, and the corresponding timefrequency characteristic matrix was obtained. The wavelet basis function chose
Mexican Hat, which is the second derivative of the Gauss function. It has better
localization in the time domain and frequency domain, and it is the closest to
the second derivative spectrum in form.
The second derivative spectrum of different gases have different shapes, so
Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy 43
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FIGURE 1: The second derivative spectrum of the three gases: (a) methane, (b)
nitrogen dioxide, and (c) methane, with a concentration ratio of 60%.
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FIGURE 2: The time-frequency analysis of the second derivative spectrum:
The time-frequency characteristic matrix of (a) methane, (c) nitrogen dioxide,
(d) methane concentration ratio of 60%, (b) The variance of continuous wavelet transform coefficients of methane.
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FIGURE 3: Correlation curve of two time-frequency characteristic matrices
of methane and gas mixture: (a) line correlation and (b) column correlation.

the scale range of the corresponding
time-frequency characteristic matrix
should be selected according to the
measured component.
Taking methane as an example, the
time-frequency characteristic matrix
was studied to select the appropriate
44 Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy

and the variance of wavelet coefficients
of methane is shown in Figure 2b. Figure
2b shows the distribution state of the
scale relative to the energy in the timefrequency characteristic matrix. The appropriate scale range can be selected
according to the energy distribution.
After the above analysis, this section
chooses 2–16 as the scale range of the
simulation. Within this scale range, the
time-frequency characteristic matrix can
well express the information contained
in the second derivative spectrum. After
selecting the appropriate scale range, the
time-frequency characteristic matrices of
the second derivative spectrum in Figure
1b and Figure 1c are obtained through
continuous wavelet transform, as shown
in Figure 2c and Figure 2d.
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the
abscissa of the higher brightness part of
the time-frequency characteristic matrix
corresponded to the characteristic absorption position in the second derivative spectrum, and the ordinate of the
higher brightness part corresponded to
the characteristic absorption frequency
at the characteristic absorption position.

scale range. The variance of wavelet coefficients reflects the distribution of the
energy of the signal fluctuation with the
scale. Therefore, the variance of wavelet
coefficients was used as the judgment
basis. The time-frequency characteristic
matrix of methane is shown in Figure 2a,

Correlation Analysis
The time-frequency characteristic matrix
includes information of frequency and
time dimensions, and the frequency correlation and time correlation need to be
analyzed separately. Frequency correlation is also called line correlation. The
larger the line correlation coefficient, the
higher the possibility that the gas mixture
contains the gas to be measured. Time
correlation is also called column correlation. The column correlation coefficient
close to 1 indicated that the characteristic absorption position of the gas to be
measured in the gas mixture. Taking the
gas mixture with a methane concentration
ratio of 60% and methane as an example
for correlation analysis, the correlation
curve is shown in Figure 3. It is worth
noting that there is a corresponding relationship between the effective interval
range of the scale sequence axis in Figure 3a and the effective interval range of
the scales axis in Figure 2a, rather than an
equal relationship between numbers.
www.spectroscopyonline.com
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Select the Identification Threshold
The identification threshold of related
components was obtained by correlawww.spectroscopyonline.com
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FIGURE 4: The line correlation curve of the time-frequency characteristic matrices
of methane, nitrogen dioxide, and gas mixtures of different concentration ratios.
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The column correlation analysis showed
that there were characteristic absorption
positions and non-characteristic absorption positions of the gas to be measured
in the entire spectrum interval. The background interference and other components in the non-characteristic absorption
position would interfere with the component identification of the gas to be measured in the gas mixture. Therefore, it was
necessary to extract the characteristic
absorption position of the gas to be measured in the gas mixture. Removing the influence of non-feature absorption position
and then performing component identification based on line correlation analysis.
The size of the line correlation coefficient indicated whether the gas mixture
contained the gas to be measured. As
long as the line correlation coefficient at
the characteristic absorption position was
greater than the identification threshold
of the strong part of the characteristic
absorption, it can be considered that
the gas mixture contained the gas to
be measured.
According to Figure 2a and the relationship between the scale and energy in the
variance of wavelet coefficients, the scales
range corresponding to the characteristic
absorption position of the gas mixture is
4.2–7.1, and the corresponding scale sequence range in Figure 3a is 5.0–29.0. Only
by determining the line correlation coefficient in the scale sequence range 5.0–29.0
can infer whether there is methane in the
gas mixture. As shown in Figure 3a, the
line correlation coefficient of the time-frequency characteristic matrices between
methane and gas mixture is greater than
0.85 in the scale sequence range 5.0–29.0,
indicating that the gas mixture contains
methane. From the column correlation
curve in Figure 3b, it can be seen that the
column correlation coefficient is almost
1 near the 100, 300, and 500 sampling
points, indicating that the characteristic
absorption position of methane is near
the 100, 300, and 500 sampling points in
the spectrum of gas mixture.

64.00
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12.80
10.67
9.14
8.00

Sampling point

FIGURE 5: The time-frequency characteristic matrix of different gases:
(a) propane, (b) propylene, (c) methylbenzene, and (d) gas1.

tion analysis. If the line correlation coefficient in the scale sequence at the
characteristic absorption position was
greater than the identification threshold, the gas mixture contained the gas
to be measured. The time-frequency
characteristic matrix of methane and
the time-frequency characteristic matrices of the gas mixture with a methane concentration ratio of 0%, 20%,
40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% were analyzed for line correlation, and nitrogen
dioxide is the same argument. The line
correlation curve is shown in Figure 4.
The solid line represents the line correlation between methane and the gas
mixture, and the imaginary line repre-

sents the line correlation between nitrogen dioxide and the gas mixture.
The concentration axis represents the
concentration ratio of the gas to be
measured in the gas mixture.
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the
scales range in the time-frequency matrix corresponding to the characteristic
absorption position is 4.2–7.1, and the
corresponding scale sequence range is
5.0–29.0. Therefore, as long as the line correlation coefficient in the scale sequence
5.0–29.0 is judged, it is possible to know
whether there is the gas to be measured
in the gas mixture. It can be seen from
Figure 4 that the line correlation coefficient of the line correlation curve in the
Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy 45
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FIGURE 6: The line correlation curve of the three gases: (a) propane, (b) propylene, (c) methylbenzene with gas1. The column correlation curve of the
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TABLE I: Three gas mixture samples with different concentrations
Samples

Concentration (ppm)
Propane

Propylene

Methylbenzene

Gas1

198.49

13.82

319.57

Gas2

163.18

645.84

16.93

Gas3

26.99

399.89

209.05

interval of the scale sequence of 5.0–29.0
is above 0.3, and the identification threshold can be estimated to be 0.3.
Verification the Identification Threshold
In the “Select the Identification Threshold” section, through the correlation
analysis of the time-frequency characteristic matrices of methane, nitrogen
dioxide and their gas mixture, the scale
46 Advances in Infrared Spectroscopy

sequence is in the interval of 5.0–29.0,
and the correlation coefficient is greater
than 0.3. It can be considered that the gas
mixture contains the gas to be measured
for comparison.
Gas Detection
Data Acquisition
The experimental device was a Spectrum
GX I spectrometer produced by Perkin

Elmer. The resolution of the instrument
was 0.15 nm, and the measured wavelength range was 2080–2375 nm. The
total light path of the multi-pass gas absorption cell was 4.8 meters.
For the experimental conditions, the
temperature was 17±0.5 °C, and the relative humidity was 30%. The nitrogen background was subtracted by the software.
Each spectrum was scanned 16 times and
the average was taken.
The experimental gas was the gas mixture of propane, propylene, and methylbenzene. A group of experimental gases
were the examples, as shown in Table I.
Data Processing
Taking gas1 as an example, continuous
wavelet transform was performed on
the second derivative spectrum of the IR
absorption spectrum from propane, propylene, methylbenzene, and gas1, and
the scale range of 8.0–256.0 was selected
according to the variance of wavelet coefficients; this can then determine the timefrequency characteristic matrix of the corresponding gas, as shown in Figure 5.
Correlation analysis was performed
on three pairs of time-frequency characteristic matrices of propane, propylene,
methylbenzene, and gas1, respectively.
The corresponding correlation curves are
shown in Figure 6.
It can be seen from Figure 5 that the
scale range corresponding to the characteristic absorption position in the time-frequency characteristic matrix is 11.0–32.0,
and the scale sequence range corresponding to the line correlation curve in
Figure 6 is 10.0–25.0. As shown in Figure
6a, the line correlation coefficient of the
time-frequency characteristic matrices of
propane and gas1 in the interval 10.0–25.0
was greater than 0.9, and greater than
the identification threshold of 0.3. It can
be considered that there is propane in
gas1. The line correlation coefficients of
propylene, methylbenzene, and gas1 are
less than the identification threshold in
the same interval. It was impossible to
confirm whether propylene and methylbenzene were contained in gas1.
The line correlation coefficients of the
two time-frequency characteristic matriwww.spectroscopyonline.com
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ces of propane and gas1 exceeded 0.9
in the interval 10.0–25.0. There was no
need to perform line correlation analysis
at the characteristic absorption position.
The characteristic absorption position of
methylbenzene was 750–2300 sampling
points, and the characteristic absorption
position of propylene cannot be analyzed.
The two time-frequency characteristic
matrices of methylbenzene and gas1 are
subjected to line correlation analysis at
the above-mentioned characteristic absorption positions. The line correlation
curves before and after the characteristic
absorption position was extracted are
shown in Figure 7.
The imaginary line represents the line
correlation curve between methylbenzene and gas1 before the characteristic
absorption position was extracted, and
the solid line represents the line correlation curve between methylbenzene and
gas1 after the characteristic absorption
position is extracted. As can be seen from
Figure 7, the line correlation coefficient of
the time-frequency characteristic matrices of methylbenzene and gas1 in the
interval 10.0–25.0 is greater than 0.3 after
extracting the characteristic absorption
position (greater than the identification
threshold), and it can be considered that
methylbenzene exists in gas1. The characteristic absorption position of the gas to
be measured in the gas mixture was not
extracted, and the line correlation analysis
between the gas to be measured and the
gas mixture was performed in the entire
spectrum interval. It was determined that
gas1 contains propane. After extracting
the characteristic absorption position of
the gas to be measured in the gas mixture through column correlation analysis,
the line correlation analysis between the
gas to be measured and the gas mixture
is performed on the characteristic absorption position. It is determined that gas1
contains propane and methylbenzene.
The concentration of propylene in gas1
was too low to be identified from the gas
mixture through the correlation analysis of
the time-frequency characteristic matrix.
Gas2 and gas3 were analyzed respectively by the same method. The line correlation analysis was performed between
www.spectroscopyonline.com

the gas to be measured and the gas
mixture in the entire spectrum range. It
was determined that gas2 contains propylene. The line correlation analysis was
performed between the gas to be measured and the gas mixture in the characteristic absorption position, and it was
determined that gas2 contained propane
and propylene, but it was impossible to
determine whether gas2 contained methylbenzene. The line correlation analysis
between the gas to be measured and the
gas mixture was performed in the entire
spectrum range. It was determined that
gas3 contains propylene. The characteristic absorption position of propane and
methylbenzene could not be found, and
it could not be determined whether gas3
contained propane and methylbenzene.
Both gas1 and gas2 were gas mixtures
of propane, propylene, and methylbenzene. Line correlation analysis in the entire spectral interval showed that gas1
contained propane and gas2 contained
propylene. Line correlation analysis at the
characteristic absorption position shows
that gas1 contained propane and methylbenzene and gas2 contained propane
and propylene. The experimental results
showed that the correlation analysis after
extracting the characteristic absorption
position can eliminate the influence of
other components, background interference, and noise in the non-characteristic
absorption position on the recognition
result, expanding the range of noise interference and improving the accuracy of
component identification. The IR absorption spectroscopy technology based on
time-frequency analysis could effectively
identify the target component from the
gas mixture when the concentration
reaches a certain level.

trum can be used for time and frequency
correlation analysis. The irrelevant gas research further illustrates the rationality of
selecting the identification threshold. By
analyzing the column correlation, extracting the characteristic absorption position
of the gas to be measured, and then, by
performing the line correlation analysis, the
identification accuracy can be improved.
Simulation analysis and experimental results show the feasibility of this method.
Therefore, the application of IR absorption
spectroscopy technology based on timefrequency analysis in the field of trace gas
detection will be more extensive, and there
will be better development prospects.

Conclusion
The above research shows that IR absorption spectroscopy technology based on
time-frequency analysis has the advantages of high sensitivity and high resolution. Derivative spectroscopy can reduce
the effects of background and noise. The
time-frequency characteristic matrix obtained by continuous wavelet transform
processing the second derivative spec-
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